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AMONG THE FARMERS.

Smith & Machinist,

MAINE.
SOini PARIS,
Manufacturer of general machinery, «tenia en
,<1; ι, mill work. spool machinery and tools

tap·, «liée and drills made an<
repaired. Sowing, mowing and threahlng ma
chine·, pump# of all kinds, preeaes, guns, pie
and promptly re
to it, kulves, traps, etc..
Steam and water piping done to order
re·:.
!..

ι». set screws,

neatly
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PARK.

Licensed

SMl'Til PARIS.

Auctioneer,
■

"βρκκυ
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plow."

Curreeuondrtice on practical agricultural to pic
1» solicited.
Address all communication* in
tenled (or tliU department to Hkxky l>.
H»vM'>nl>, Agricultural Editor Oxford Democrat, 1'arU, Me.

Something to Think About.
Even written science^truth demonstrat-

MAINE.

Term# Moderate.

J

A Visit to the

University

of Maine.

A very pleasant party, made up of
members of the legislature, particularly
the committee on education, to whom
was intrusted the matter of settling the
claims of the University of Maine for
legislative assistance, visited that institution last Friday by special train, bv
courtesy of the Maine Central railroad,
and enjoyed a delightful day. The party
was in

charge of President Fellows, who

had the whole thing run on schedule
tune, and it went through without a
skip »ii a hitch any where. The train
containing more than one hundred peoρ β was stopped at Veazie crossing, some
two miles below Orono village, where
two special trolley cars took the party
direct to the campus. The lirst stop
was made at Mt. Vernon Hall, whore a
light unch of sandwiches and coffee was
quickly served by the ladies of the college or rather the wives of the professors,
they proving to be most efficient waitThe next call was made at the
resses.
beautiful chapel which by the way was
seen for the first time by most of the
Here brief chapel exercises
visitors.
were conducted by President Fellows,
after which the company visited the
different buildings, commencing with
the barns, where the cows kept for
supplying milk for the dormitories are
housed Then all wandered through
the different buildings, being escorted by
the members of the faculty and the
students. As the hour of two o'clock
armed, all gathered at the Commons,
w here a substantial dinner was served
the butter being the product of the dairy
school on the farm.
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CorpyrighU iff*, by
ed) has to change its base as the adΛ PARKER,
Herbert E. HanibHn
vancement of knowledge runs away from
the old and picks up the new and hereAttorneys and Counsellor» at Law,
tofore unknown. Why shouldn't, then,
MAINS.
Kl'MFOKD FALLS,
the science, so-called, of feeding animals
A Special Collection Department.
have to be re-written as a longer study
Ralph T. Parke:
\j< -rice I·. Blsbee,
train was reported half an
«>f the feeding manger displaces our
hour late. We closed the cab
L BUCK.
knowledge taken from the written page?
windows and dropped the curDealing with life is a complicated probSurgeon Dentist,
lem—the answer never twice alike. No
tain. Harry put the blower
two
animals
of
kind
are alike, hence
MAINK.
S<>l'TH PARIS,
any
on a quarter of u turn to carry oil* the
mathematical
calculations can never
\
gas. We lighted our pipes, cocked our
my best work warranted.
same
the
answer.
briug precisely
heels on the boiler butt and listened in
We have been trying to balance the
H. P. JONKS,
comfort to the howling blast without.
rations of our animals with formula»
As I mit and puffed on iny fragrant old
sent over to us by German investigators.
Dentist,
So question but there is a measure of
brierwood my gaze became riveted on
M t INK.
truth in their presentations. Some stuthe only thing visible, the steam gauge,
NORWAY,
dents of feediug problems, versed in
like a spectral face suspended in the
11ft ce Hour»—S to 13—1 to 4.
practice, have questioned the formulas
center of the uniform blackness. The
handed over to us for a guide. Then a
soothing hum of the blower, the
ΚΑΤ ΙΟ WOODBURY, A. M., M.D.,
disturbing factor comes in to modify all
warmth and sense of coziness, combinrules and rations in the fact that animals
ed with the hypaotlc effect of my fixed
Physician & Surgeon,
accommodate their wants in greater or
MAIN*.
SOUTH PARIS,
gaze, set me to dreaming.
less measure to differences in rations
Tomorrow would be Christmas, and
e and residence, 12 High Street.
placed before them. If that which exactmother was with us. It was her first
ly meets their needs is not supplied they
» SU1TM,
make that which they get meet their
visit since my marriage. Katie, her
demands in greater or less degree. Thus
When all had done justice to a delightpoor little heart a-flutter at the prosat
Law,
it becomes a questionable
Attorney
attempt| for ful meal splendidly served, President pect of a visit from that dreaded inΜΑΙΝΛ
any authority, German or American, to r el lows arose and made a few remarks
SOKWAY.
general, her mother-in-law, had
formulate a ration best suited for a How touching the work done at the Univer- spector
Coi:wtii ns a *v>e a.iv
H me B ock.
herself
slaved
nearly to death. Threedistinct
wo
of milk for your cow or to the rapid sit\.
1
points he made very
his
KKKKK. Jt 1ΆΚΚ,
One was that the more work done at the year-old Hob had nearly wrecked
growth of your steers.
^
L>r. W. H. Jordan, who has all his Mate University and the more students mother's wonderful patience by his
at
Law,
Attorneys
professional lifebeeu a close student of received there the more students will be persistent efforts to render her labor
MAIN R.
1S&THKL,
the science of feeding, (if there is any received at other colleges in the state, futile, and 1 had "tiggered" on the runs
»
eilenr C. Para
'.'.*οτ\ K. Herrlck.
such science,) and who has conducted J and the better work they would do. He for a month to make sure of being
elaborate feeding experiments since his cited the experience of the state univer- home on this the
UN 3. HAKLOW,
greatest Christmas
connection with the Geneva station, in a sities in other states as to the correctness
that ever was. For a wonder. I had
lecture this winter dwelt on the impor- of tlm statement. The second point he
Attorney at Law,
not figured in vain. Everything had
tance of a close study of the individual- emphasized was that while the univer*AlNfc.
DlXFIJtLD,
out exactly as 1 had hoped it
ity of each animal fed, and condemned sity had been fitted for the care and in- come
what he very properly termed "mechau- struction of ιΌΟ students, its popularity would. I would get home early enough
ical feeding," and also laid great stress had brought more than double that num- for Christmas dinner and late euougli
oil the consideration of the cost value of
ber and they were now asked to care for to preclude the possibility of being sent
the feeding stuffs provided. These are >'Xi students with an equipment intended out again before the next day.
Veterinary Surgeon,
factors of the problem of profitable feed- for the care of 200. His remarks were
A curling wreath of blue smoke floatSouth Peri·,
Telephone.
ing that never should be left out of ac- very well received and the return trip ing across the face of the gauge arrest!T ••an: KeM'tence,
eet
Maine. count.
was made to Bangor by trolley, where
the selfish course of my thoughts
A noted institute lecturer on feeding the special train was taken for Augusta, ed
on the
ί Ί.ΑΥΤΟΧ K. BROOKS,
for dairy work, writing to his favorite which was reached early in the evening. and directed them to the boy
other side of the cab. Harry Mcrvin
paper, says he is feeding a home-grown
Attorney at Law.
had been on the road only a cou].ie of
ration this winter to his winter dairy,
If the above was all that took place
and that the cows are giving their full
Notary Public.
months, most of which time lie had
think
we
the day possibly
might
usual messes and look "bright" and in during
He was bright,
MAINE.
been firing for me.
SOUTH PARIS,
we could ha.-e used the day to better
tine tiesh. His ration is the home-proIt now occurred
to
have
than
Co *· lions receive my prompt personal attengone with the pleasant and willing.
advatage
duced
corn
and
oats
ground together
tion.
but under the circumstances we to me that I rather liked him. but that
Remittance· made day claim Is paid.
half and half, with a third weight of fine party,
for the trip. For yoars I knew absolutely nothing about him
leel well
All matter· reported on promptly.
middlings added. This ration is doing we have repaid and intreated with the It wasn't so
plead
very many years ago that
as well as the all bran and
gluten of last trustees of the university for a return in
I was a strange boy on this same road
winter.
of
at least, to the original designs
From these examples, the one high part,
myself, and this was Christmas eve. I
the institution, that is. we have said that
made a pretense of getting a iignt foi
T^.e T. M. Crocker Homestead on Paris Hill. scientific authority, the other experienc- the State
in
off
lead
University should
ed iu practice, stock feeders should take
pipe at tiie gauge lamp and Icaiud
my
In order to close the estate, this valuable prop
in
not
only word,
agricultural operations,
erty 1* offered for sa'e and will be «old at a notice that those who are considered
but in deed. We have insisted that across the boiler.
The bouse Is two storv, well adapted authorities on stock
I'ariuln
feeding repudiate there should be an up to date, thorough"Whore are you going to spend
for two families and In fair state of repair. Adrule. The feeder must give
joining thl», a large barn. The lot contains three feediug by
competent professor of Agriculture, Christmas, Harry?" I shouted abov<
ly
attention
the
to
aii 1 one half acres, and on this Is a line orchard.
personal
feediug manger who should give his entire time to the the noise of the gale and the slatting
Thl· Is * rare chance to secure a most desirable and the animal
feeding from it and science of Agriculture. As it has been of of the
Fart of the purchase money can
homestead.
curtain.
should
also
an
for the profit
out
keep
eye
remain on mortgage. If desired.
ate years the professor of Agriculture has
The tire glowed brightly in the bowl
their feeding. The balanced
M* a small garden lot nearly ouposlte the side of
at the experiment station,
chief
first
been
F
Md. Also one undivided "half of the
of his
once, twice, before he anration, important as it is, loses its value and
M Cooper pasture, containing 73 acres more or
incidentally devoted what time he swered.pipe
when it costs more than it returns. The
11·' leaned against the huile;
ie>s.
could to agricultural instruction in the
feeder who secures marked success from
Kor particulars and terms Inquire of
President Fellows assures on his side so that 1 could barely dis
WILSON Λ ORaY, South I'arls.
his work has a keeu eye to note the re- university.
ceru his features in the dim light and
us that if the appropriation now asked
sults from his feeding, and takes those
for is granted this shall be reversed and replied cheerlessly:
results
as
a suide to his rations.
Dr.
ç-i v.^.V.VVVîVv'.V'.-w'-.V.V.Vr,
a man shall be engaged who shall devote
"Oh, ii* tht» board'n' house. 1 guess
Jordan well says that "It is doubtless
his entire time to the instruction in the
Where else?
They're agoin' to havi
true that feeding standards have promotscience of agriculture.
roast turkey an" cranberry sauce an'
ed progress in the feeding of animals,
but on the other hand we have suffered
plum pudd'n', 1 hear."
I soon knew his story—η stepmother
more or less from unwise standards, and
We have also insisted tliat tne ^"taie
have at times held exaggerated estimates rniversity should furnish a type of the three months after hfc own mother's
we
of the economic importance of the nutri- best breed of live stock. In this
death and. 1 mentally added, a rod
tive ration." Thus here as in every have been outvoted, and when visitors
headed stepson. He had picked up a
aD
see
other farm operation the man in charge go to the farm now they simply
idea of tiring while beating his
is called upon to exercise intelligent ordinary herd of dairy cows representing general
ou here from Wisconsin, and. hap
way
animal.
This,
the
of
to
attention
the charge iu hand.—Maine every type
grade
polling to arrive at our roundhouse |
Farmer.
too, we are assured by President Fellows,
<*st as a man was urgently needed,
is to be changed if the new order of
things is allowed to be inaugurated, for he caught on.
Fattening Cattle.
he assures us that we shall notouly have
"They're callitf us." he concluded,
a competent professor of agriculture, but
and. giving the bellrope a jerk, he
PRACTICAL Wo Β Κ AND EXPEKIMKNT8 AT that there shall be
kept at the farm in stepped down to hook up Ills tire.
MISSOl'BI AGKICULTI BAL COLLEGE.
the future the best types of the several
When 1 got coupled up and he
breeds of cattle that are now being bred
up in the cab again. I said:
stepped
wants
iu Maine. So when the beginner
"Wo expect to have a little time at
A carload of two year old high grade
best
the
how
of
types
to get a correct idea
I
steers fed by the experiment station at
our house tomorrow. Harry, ami
of a given breed shonld look he can go to
the university, averaging 140(5 pounds,
to have you come up and
like
should
from
and
animal
the
see
get
and
Orono
sold in Chicago last week at *0.85, which
take dinner with us."
him a correct idea of what to breed.
was more than ·$1
above the top of the
"I
"Thank you. Alec," he replied.
President Fellows does not attempt
market for that day, and is the record
that he does nut think is prac- will."
anything
this
for
cattle
in
market
year.
price
auy
tical, and that he does not think can be
There was an inch of snow on the
These cattle were purchased for the
brought about, but he is a wideawake
as
fancy New York trade. The leading live Yankee and he sees that there has been rails when 1 not my orders to "run
an extra, keeping out of the way of all
stock paper of Chicago referred to this
too wide a chasm between the best agrisale as follows:
trains." Hut Davis, the con
cultural effort here in Maine and the regular
run"Standing up like the Eiffel atower
of the State, and he is going ductor. said he had a nice, light
University
above other sales to-day was one of load
ning train, the cars all loaded with
to do his utmost to bridge that chasm,
of 15 prize Hereford steers averaging
1 was
and is already using his best etTort to whiskbrooms and straw bats.
There is uo other one thing
1400 pounds, which sold at SO.85. It
that result. It will be seen glad enough to hoar it. for there were
accomplish
so
troumuch
have
I
which
with
was an exceptional load of cattle and the
from the above that he is alive to the
175 miles of Iron, slippery with the
best seen here since the fat stock show.
ble as this lack of persistency
real condition, and will leave no stone
statiou
heavy falling snow, between old lS's
were
fed
the
They
by
experiment
short
In
the
it.
They lack
to
among advertisers.
unturned
remedy
at Columbia, Missouri, under the superpilot and homo. If I averaged the
of time that he has been at the
the uerve to tight long and hard.
vision of Dean U.J. Waters. The load space
maximum of freight train speed, twena very favorable
made
has
he
While they will expend a good
attracted considerable attention for being university
ty miles per hour. 1 would arrive home
impression upon all, and in his etforts
so far superior to anything else on the
deal of cash and energy in makby 'J o'clock in the morning, but it was
to readjust matters he has the best
market."
ing a single plunge, they will
of the leading agriculturalists a bad night, and I should never bo
wishes
These steers were purchased in the
of the state, and we believe that the able to keep them going at that gait,
grow tired If called upon to exvicinity of Columbia at a cost of *4.10
that has been asked for so 1 promised myself not to kick if I
same
amount
the
through
for the feediug experiments conducted appropriation
pend
is one thatcaunot well be
the
University
got home by noou. a very liberal alat the station, in which the feeding value
a campaign of six months.
and we certainly hope and trust lowance.
denied
and
of cottouseed meal, linseed meal,
and
Farm
that it will be granted.—Turf,
la aa
It was a hard pull out of Tabor's
The road to
bran, in combination with corn, was
Home.
uphill road all th· way. Do
Junction. When the yardmaster hapcompared with corn alone, on bluegrass
not try to apart.
pasture. They have been on full feed
pened to be feeling Just right, ho would
Foot and Moutli Dlneaae.
since July 1st. These cattle were also
let one of the switch engines get in beη
out
sent
The Vermont station h:is
For a little way it goes easy,
used by the studeuUin the stock judging
hind a train and give lier a shove for
and
statement in regard to the foot
exercise required of the students in the
and you get over the gruund fast,
half or three-quarters of a mile, but
but the goal seems all the faragricultural college, and were used to mouth disease, which is now causing Davis was no crony of his, so we
]
From
men the imthese
New
in
England.
alarm
impress
upon
young
so
much
ennervous
the
ther away when
didn't get it.
of handling only high grade
of
portance
the
that
beginning
this
it
appears
The gale
ergy in that spurt is spent. There
It was a fearful night.
stock.
the disease Is marked by dullness,
are but 40 per cent of advertisers
Four of the best steers in the original
howled and the snow drove horiaoutalfollowed
of
and loss
appetite,
bunch purchased by the station were shivering
who make their advertising pay.
ly, like a sand blast The wind was on
by high fever. Blisters appear in and the fireman's
taken out last spring to go with a load
side, which made it posburst.
of show cattle that won at the interna- around the mouth, which in time
The rent never learned that
sible for me to look out, but all I could
stained saliva
blood
A
this
tional
fat
stock
show
ropy,
at
In
advertising
yellowish,
Chicago
persistency
see was an Impenetrable white screen,
fall. These steers were considered by oozes from the mouth, which ulcerates
la the one vital necessity.
made visible in one small spot by the j
all authorities to be the best and to be
and becomes so raw and sore as to
1 had been easing the throtheadlight.
animals
the
tiuest
finish
of
into
.More
advertising
any
carrying
They jumped
cause the animal great suffering.
tle when she elipped—for I should need
that
have
been
on the market since the
udof
the
the
without preparation in
way
or less ulceration or soreness
all the sand I had before 1 got home—
fat stock show, and were considered by
der and teats may occur. The iailk
of the money to meet the expense
some to have been capable of winning in
until she nearly stalled. That wouldn't
flow generally stops early In the ator the experience to keep from
that contest.
do, so I gave her a bare taste and
are attacked, the
feet
the
When
tack.
The station now has SO high grade
wasting it. They failed to conleaned out to hear the gratifying
calves with which it is comparing the animal moves them uneasily about.
sider that the creatiou of trade
crunch of It under the wheels.
influence of age upon the cost of beef. When the fever subsides, the affected
through advertising was a long
Harry gripped my shoulder and
One-third of these calves will be mar- parts peel off. The attack lasts about
process.—Inland Printer.
keted next fall as yearlings, another two weeks and does not give immunity, shouted:
"Merry Christmas!"
third the foilowiug fall as two year olds,
as animals may have four or five atI wished him the same and many of !
and the third bunch will be carried until
use
merchants
Successful
tacks In the course of the year.
and noticed that it was Just 12
they are three years old, a careful record
our columns persistently.
add that, while the them
authorities
Other
being kept of all the food consumed
by the engine clock. She hadn't slipped
the
after
fatal,
seldom
disease
proves
during the progress of the experiment.
since I gave her the sand, but was puffThe United States government is co- effects are lasting and serious, and
freedom, for
more
suffer
acutely ing along with suspicious
operating with the station in conducting sheep and swine
we were not up the grade yet I told
officer
this experiment, and has aspecial
from It than cattle.
the brakeman to go back on top of the
located here to collect the data and retrain and see if the caboose were comthe
results
to
the
port
Nevra and Xolei.
government.—
but he
New England Farmer.
"Agricultural education" represents ing. Ile went off growling,
main thing. From
one of the great interests of the pres- went, which was the
the back of the tender he gave me
ent.
Progress In Dairying.
what I expected and dreaded, a signal
artiJerusalem
the
Alcohol from
Ex-Governor Hoard states in his DairyI
that the train had broken in two.
I shall be at my office with J. PIERCE. man it has been twelve
years since he choke is the latest suggestion.
whistled the flag back to protect the
at his Jewelry Store,
first gave an address upon dairy quesThe first of its kind in America and
rear and kept on. I took the cars 1 had
tions in Maine. And he goes on to say
perhaps in the world Is the new Coun- »
that "the progress in good dairy judgcounDunn
in
of
School
Agriculture
ty
ment and sound practice In the Pine
Wis.
Hood Farm Liniment
Tree state since that time has been very ty.
The farmers of this country own
until further notice, where I shall be marked. There is no state in the Union
For Man and Beast.
where advanced dairy
thought and about 500.000.000 acres of woodland,
The unequalled external remedy for
prepared to do all kinds of
education will bring better returns than ten times the acreage of ull the federal sprains, swellings, lameness, inflammain Maine, for her farmers are a brainy forest reserves. Most of it consists of tions, and all aches and pains where a
lot of men, even though at times they small wood lots from which the own- soothing, stimulating and strengthening
liniment Is required.
are a little conservative."
ers derive their timber supplies for
Prices as low as Is requisite with tirstThanks for the compliment from our
Best Wash for Race or Work Horses
farm
purposes.
class work.
is made by putting two tablespoonfuls
contemporary beyond the Mississippi.
the
sol)
The practice of sterilizing
Hood Farm Liniment in a quart of water.
No doubt his good work with us was a
Special attention given to Prescription substantial aid in giving an impetus to with steam for greenhouse or cold Keeps horses sleek and glossy. M.
Winch,
"A first class liniment." C.
work and Satisfaction Guaranteed.
the dairy progress we have since been frame work Is coming more and more
Barre, Vt.
used.'
I
ever
making. And the end is not yet. Our in vogue with large market gardeners,
liniment
round
"Best all
good friend and well wisher will be glad according to Farm and Fireside.
C. T. McNally, Qroveton, Ν. H.
"
soreness
to learn that we have now just launched
Best on the market for taking
Kalamazoo is now reported a famous
out of horses." C. H. Gobdon, trainer for
a good strong State Dairy Association on
the peppermint oil Industry.
of
center
Warren F. Danlell, Franklin, Ν. H.
Hon.
which
effort
to the held of active dairy
"A good clean preparation to use." C.
our "brainy men1* intend shall be a
ascertained
has
L. Blakely, 343 Wlnthrop st., Medford,
A German botanist
power in pushing on the progress he
Mass., farmer for Gen. 8. C. Lawrence.
use of the movements of
aided in starting, and If a little "conser- that one
Prices, 25c., 60c., » and $2. Gallon $7.
No. 4 Odd Fellows Block,
on sensitive plants Is to warn
leaves
oar
it
will
stumbling
vative,"
For sale by F. A. Shoktleff & Co., Soutb
prevent
off small creeping Inflects.
over errors.—Maine Farmer.
Paris, Me.
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"Is that all 'tis—10:15?"
I looked at my watch—11:37. We
had left the curtain up while coaling,
and the engine clock, less than two feet
above the boiler,· had frozen up and

stopped.

During the next hour we nearly
stalled in big drifts twice. This set me
to thinking about train 19. She must
be nearly due. I looked at my watch—
11:37. It hadn't turned a wheel since
that lump of coal hit it, and now I had

the engine.
looking at my watch. Harry asked me if it was broken. I told
him it was. "That's nothing," said lie.
"So's the record." I tried to grin, but
just then she plumped into a cut at the
foot of a slight grade that was Oiled
twenty feet deep with "the beautiful."
no

$

|

]

OPTICAL WORK

ALL EXAMINATIONS FREE.

J. Franklin Harris,

SOUTH PARIS,

MAINE.

on

me

I had no longer any need to worry
about following trains. I was anchored
good and solid. I had a full tank of
coal. We wouldn't freeze, and there
was water enough for a long siege except for those leaky Hues.
Engineers when snowbound must
keep their engines alive that trains
may proceed the moment the road is

Otherwise expensive delays

opened.

will occur from thawing out, watering
and iiring up dead engines in most inconvenient places. My great problem
was how to get water into the boiler.
The pumps worked only when the engine ran. I gave her steam. If the
wheels would slip on the rails aud
She
turn, 1 could pump that way.
might have been a solid, Jointless casting for all the effect the steam had

her.
Something had to be done, aud quickly, for the water was leaking out of her
every minute, uud I had only two
gauges in her when I stopped. We got
the spare scoop shovel and sank a shal't
through the snow on the lee side of
lier. Then we cleared the snow away
from under her and all about the
wheels and machinery. It had drifted
a natural arch over her by this time,
so that it was quite warm down there.
oil

brought down the hammer,
wrenches and the torch and reported barely one gauge of water in
the .boiler. It was time indeed to hurIlarry

some

ry·

in.

it was an awKwuru piuce 10 worn,
and the smoke from the torch nearly
destroyed its usefulness. I took down
the side rods that I might bave but
I thereby
one pair of wheels to turn.
reduced the amount of friction to be
overcome by the use of steam, which
was water, the article I was interested

"Frozen." I replied slowly.
I couldn't get tbelli going over twelve

miles au hour, and from that we ran
down to about the speed of a slow
walk.
She didn't steam very freely,
which was to be expected. The weather would have chilled a boiler jacketed
with a foot of asbestus. She kept calling for more water, so I was not surprised when while oiling 1 discovered
her Hues to be leaking badly. After
that I never passed a water plug, and
the plump vision of my Christmas turkey faded in inverse geometrical ratio

in economizing.
I pounded my thumb and cut off a
Joint of mv left foreflnger as the last
end of the last side rod unexpectedly
flipped clear. Ilarry chewed me a tobacco poultice and tied it on with a
of rat torn from his juniper. We
eft the tous in the snow, gave the
rails and tires a good oiling and hurried up into the cab. There was a flutter of water in the bottom gauge cock,
so I slipped and pumped lier until she
threw water out of the stack.
The water was squirting out of four
leaky flues in a way that would soon
set us to shoveling snow into the tank.
In spite of my sore linger, its clumsy
dressing and dull tools, 1 made five
taper flue plugs out of a piece of coal
board.
Harry covered the lire with
fine coal and snow and put on the

{)ieee

to my progress.
Daylight showed us a white ChristThe storm was
mas with a vengeance.

blower to carry off the smoke and gas.
I threw the coal boards in on the
banked lire and crawled in with my
plugs and a hammer.
I had forgotten that It was hot anywhere. but the experience I went
through In that hot firebox, perched
over a miniature volcano, surrounded
by boiling water, and. In spite of the
Mower, inhaling smoke and sulphurous

j

■«

time

Seeing

four miles—a magnificent begin-

aim

getting good wheeling

clock :

ning truly.
"Our turkey '11 be cold, Alec," Harry
remarked jokingly after we had start-

ed

The conductor's reply was inaudible,
but we knew what It was. the most
common expression in railroad use.
When we got back from the water
plug, 21, the mail, was waiting. We
until she got so far ahead that the
We
•mow drifted in behind her again.
loaded the tender at the Holton coal
platform, piling on top big lumps that
:ouhl:i't blow away. My watch dropped out of my pocket on the shovel. I
threw it into the tender, and Harry
tossed a heavy lump on top of it. After
we had found it and stepped back on
the engine lie asked, looking at the

to the next siding, four miles away. I
bad two more care than the siding
would hold. I backed them all in hard
against the stop block. Then I cut the
two head ears off. pulled them out of
the switch and backed down the main
track with them until the engine was
behind the two head cars in th^sidiftg.
I U>'id the brnkemnn cut these two off.
and 1 "stoked" them out on the main
track ahead of the engine. I ran ahead
until the two cars behind the engine
were over the switch. I backed them
in on the siding, leaving the other two
out on the main track. Then I came
out with the englue and went back
after the rest of the train.
I had a four mile back up in the
teeth of the blizzard. I couldn't see a
thing and never knew where I was. I
didn't dare go fast, for I expected every minute to lût the train, and I could
not force myself to go slow enough to
stop without punching a hole in a newspaper. Snow and coal dust swirted up
under the foot of the curtain, blinding
us, and the boiler might have been an
ice cream freezer for all of its effect on
the temperature. I tried to invent a
suitable reward for the yardmneter at
Tabor's for not giving me a shove, only
to remember that engineers seldom
have a chance to get square.
The crew had tied α red lamp to the
brake roil of the head car and gone
back to the caboose. Long before I got
back the lamp was transformed into a
miniature iceberg, but I didn't happen
to hit hard enough to smash anything.
We found the drawhead of the other
car hanging to this one by the link and
pin. We got it up in the tender after
I called the
awhile and coupled It.
flag, and Davis, nearly frozen, climbed
aboard. lie said there was no tlag out,
the tail lights being in plain sight from
the yard, and he commenced to criticise
my solution of the recent difficulty, saying I should have backed the whole
train down into the yard and demandThere
ed the services of α pusfior.
may be a time for ail things, but that
didn't «eem to me to be the time to listen to switch shanty railroading, so I
shut him and drove him back to his
doghouse. By the time they got the
drawhead back Into its place in the
car and we got away from the siding
we had l>een four hours coming a little
over

hold everything on the east bound track
till I got back from the Selden water
plug. As we pulled over the switch
Harry shouted:
"Hey. Davis!"
Davis looked up, squinting comically
into the teeth of the storm. Harry
threw him a kiss and yelled, "Turkey!"

followed her,
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fumes, would have been invaluable to
I
Dante when seeking local color.
drove the dry plugs tightly. They absorbed moisture and swelled until they
'Twas
were the tightest flues in lier.
The pera good Job aud well done.
spiration congealed on my face the in-

stant I stuck it out of the lirebox door,
still raging with undiminished fury,
! and before my feet were out there were
the sandlike snow continuing Its endicicles on my whiskers.
less horizontal drive.
It was getting late in the afternoon,
Seventeen would be due In half an
and 1 was never so hungry in my life
the
to
to
time
wasn't
hour. There
get
before. Harry asked me if there was
next siding ahead of her. but there ;
cold tapioca puddin' in the cup"any
was a cross over switch a mile abend
board." I told hiui there must be grub
where 1 decided to back over and let
in the caboose or some of them would
her pass. My flag, the head brakeman,
have come ahead long ago to see if we
bad gone berk to the caboose, a trip
had any. He volunteered to go back.
over tbe top of that train that I would
It was a risky job climbing over the
not have taken for a controlling inof those cars in that weather. If
tops
I
commenced
the road.
terest in
happened, he would be a
anything
whistling for the switch as soon as
with
nobody near to help and a
coner,
Ten minutes after 17
I got to it.
that meant almost Instant
Davis emerged from the temperature
was due
death to the partially disabled.
whirling snow, seeking Information.
I sat and dozed miserably in the corHis faculties seemed to have become
ner of the cab. As I repeatedly lost
all
the
to
Into
1
had
benumbed.
go
consciousness my feet would slip off
details before he could understand
the boiler butt, the heel of the left combrakeman
that 1 wanted to carry the
down with a painful bang upon the
ing
out ahead to protect us when crossed
instep of the right. This occurred at
over.
stated Intervals, like pile driving. TirI carried the man out half a mile,
to change
I
told him ing of the monotony, sought
tire
and
of
bucket
a
him
gave
he
or
rails
anything
to burn fence
could get hold of to keep himself
to
warm, but under no circumstances
desert his post until called in.
After a lot more whistling, fuming
and fussing I got the train backed Are impure matters which the skin,
and
over, and we closed the cab tight
liver, kidneys and other organs can
While gnawing at
ate our lunches.
not take care of without help, there U
the kiln dr!ed boarding house sand-

All Humors

accumulation of them.
They litter the whole system.
Pimples, boils, eczema and other
eruptions, loss of appetite, that tired
water feeling, bilious turn·, lite of indigeslying tion, dull headaches and many other
such

wiches and laughing at Harry's nonmeat 17
sense about white or dark
came putfing along, almost noiselessly,
like a polar bear tdtflng a string of
Icebergs.
I had lost nearly a gauge of
through the leaky flues while

there. A broomstick inspection showed
less thau six Inches hi the tank, and
the nearest water plug was live miles
Again I worked the whistle
away.
cord. After awhile Davis eume ahead,
lie was muffled up In all the old rags
the caboose lockers could fnrnish and
was a
perambulating mountain of
He was mad at last, as
snow and Ice.

mad as I had been all night.
"Gosh almighty!" he roared, so loud
of
that I heard him above the noise
"Couldn't the fireman get
the gale.
down an' open the switch 'iliout callin'
the hind
a man all tbe way up from
Mebbe you think it's fun to
end?
waller round In this enow."
and
I told him to cut the engine off

an

troubles

are

due to them.

Hood's Sarsaparllla
and Pills
Remove

all humors,

all
tone and

overcome

Itheir effects, strengthen,
invigorate the whole system.

"I had salt rheum on my hands so that I
ooald not work. I took Hood's 6areaparllla
and It drove out the humoi. I oontlnued
Its use till the sores disappeared." Mas.
Isa Ο. fiaowir, Romford Falls, Me.
<

Hood'·
cur· and

Sarsaparllla promis··
keeps the promis·.

to

iny position and became aware of an
animated snowball vainly striving to
I pulled him
enter the gangway.
aboard, and when sufficiently thawed
he reported the caboose deserted and
not a trace of anything edible In It
He had seen nothing of train 19, and
he said that all the engines on the road
coupled together would not be able to

collide with our hind end.
This merry Christmas to which I
had so long looked forward was about
over. It soon became dark. We shoveled coal against the curtain to keep
the cold air out, calked our window
sash with waste, and I pumped her
full again, and we shivered and dozed

and starved through the longest night
I ever knew.
The reappearance of the cab windows notified me of the approaching
dawn. What a dismal sight! Our usually neat cab was thickly begrimed
with coal dust. Every bolthead and
bit of iron in the cab itself, as well as
the windows, was disguised by the
delicate tracery of that master silversmith, Jack Frost. To the artistic sense
of the well fed and comfortably clad it
would have been beautiful; to my dulled mind it was emblematic only of the

biting cold that raged without. Harry,
tied in a hard knot, was snoring soundly In his comer. I had him spread the
fire, and I pumped her full again.

They dug us out and I «lammed it to
old 18 for dear life. I knew passenger
train 19 was somewhere behind me,
and I wanted to get by the only switch
there was between me and home without sidetracking for her. I got by it all
right, and while bucking a little pile of
snow that bad fallen on the track
since the plow passed she came up and

coupled

to our caboose.

We went in the rest of the way flying. It was thirty hours after Christ-

dinner time when we stepped off
her at the ash track, but I told Harry
to come on up to the house and we'd
pick the bones anyway.
When we turned the corner, there
was the house all lit up, and as we
stamped the snow off our feet in the
entry the dining room door flew open
and mother and Katie, who had become as thick as thieves, and little Iiob
shouted a chorus of merry Christ muses
mas

The table, whose snowy linen contrasted sadly with our begrimed overclothes, was pulled out full length in
the middle of the floor. In its center,
his drumsticks held defiantly aloft, lay
the great brown turkey, with not a
brack In his glossy skin, lie was supported on one side by a massive dome

of mashed potatoes, whose generous
white expanse was mottled here and

to her buxom daughter,
Susie. The old lady had Just dozeil off
on the sitting room lounge when, like
incarnate spirits of the storm, we two
derelicts fell into the entry. The last
of our strength left us there, and it
was merely two heaps of rags, ice and

clearing up

that confronted the frightened
women when they opened the inner
door. Susie was the first to identify us
as human beings, and together they
dragged us inside.
The next thing I saw was brown
eyed Susie bustling about the table,
snow

where Harry was manfully attacking
stack of buckwheat cakes which
Mrs. Belknap was straining every
I was soon
nerve to keep replenished.
Susie double
seated opposite Harry.
banked her mother at the griddle, and
we sent the level of the buckwheat
flour barrel down as though the bottom had fallen out of it. The famine
relieved, we cleaned up a bit, and the
aid gentleman came In and indorsed
thfehearty welcome we had already received from his women folks. He told
us the well we fell into was forty feet
deep and had been abandoned when
he was a boy because the water "got
sp'lled somehow." As none but his
own folks ever went there and nobody
bad ever fallen into it before, lie hadn't
bothered to cover it up. We knew now
that the avalanche that enabled us to
get out was not the first that had fallen
into it, and we thanked our lucky stars
that we didn't start the day before.
a

Mrs. Belknap and Susie soaked out my
wounded linger and dressed It with
some of the soothing salve homemade

for father when he cut his foot with
the ax.
The warmth, light and comfort of
the cozy parlor, not to mention the congenial company, contrasted so strongly
with the bitter gale and the dirty,
cheerless cab that we found It Impossible to combat the urgent invitation of
our kind friends to remain with them.
That night we slept on feathers between blankets, and as I drowsed off I
remember Harry droning a lot of rap-

turous twaddle in my ear about sweet
Susie Belknap.
In the morning the storm had moderated somewhat, and I began to worShould anything
ry about the engine.
happen to her in my absence the cold,
fishy eye of the master mechanic would

extenuating circum*

fall to diecern
stances. We each took ou another big
tank of homemade sausage and pancakes and felt fit for the deed of our

lives.
I had to speak twice, a little sharply
the last time, to Harry, who was bidding Susie goodby in the kitchen. I
thought 1 heard a suspicious smack,
but I won't swear to that. Still, these
redheaded fellows—hang him, he came
away and forgot the coffee!
Mr. Belknap told us a better road
than the way we came, so we got back
The curtain
without much trouble.
had caught Are from the furnace door
and broken every pane of glass in the
cab, rendering It uninhabitable. The
clock had thawed out. run seven minutes and frozen up again. But there
were both fire and water In her, so I
didn't much care.
I had
The storm was about over.
kept my engine alive, my stomach was
comfortably filled, and my mind was
easy. I lit my pipe and was dozing off
to the endless hum of Harry's eulogies
of Susie Belknap when I was rudely
recalled to railroad realities by the
The snowvoice of Davis shouting.
plow with a gang of shovelers was
half way through the cut. and Davis,

chockful of business, was calling me.
"Where the deuce have you been all
■ummer?" I asked petulantly, for he
had been comfortably housed and fed;
was

shaved,

even.

"Over here to the bouse," he answered cheerily. "Where was you?"
"What house?"
my motber-ln-law'e; Jest back

"Why,

of them trees."
"Well, it's a wonder you wouldn't
ask u· over. How'd you s'pose we wa«
agoln' to stan' It?"
"I expected you over every minute,
an* when you didn't come I thought
rather stay by the engine
mebbe

you'd

Where'd you go?"

Belknap's."
"Belknap's? Gosh! Wba'd
"Down to

you go
lfe four
way down there fur? Why,
times a· fur as 'tis up to mother's."
"Ob, it is? Well, I'm mighty glad
I've found that out anyway!"

Pure

WERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
An Knt'ly Viirmnn Dinner.
The Saxon dinner arrangements were
orderly compared with those of the
early Normans, when the halls and
passages wen* frequently the seene of
t free fight between the servants bringing in the food and the crowds of hangers on endeavoring to snateh it from
them. This nuisance became at length
so intolerable that ushers of the hall

and kitchen were established by King
William Uufus to protect not only the
the dinner, but the
cooks bringing
guests arriving to partake of it. T'pon
the occasion of his great feast at Westof these officers were on
minster
duty, some to guard the visitors as
they ascended the steps and others to
defend the thtvatcncd dishes.
Such was the uncivilized state of society sit this period, but when later on
the marauders disappeared from the

the necessity.
Harry being younger
and lighter than I, I had all I could do
to keep him in sight. We fell into an
abandoned well.
Fortunately it was
already nearly full of snow; so, barring
a few bruises, we received no Injuries.
We would surely have died here, for
the well was smoothly lined with brick,
and we were too deep in it to get out,
had not the overhanging crest of the
drift fallen from top heaviness, burying
us at the same time that it raised our
level sufficiently to enable us to crawl

snorriy aner mis mai i-ro\ meure
which so often Intervenes on behalf of
the helpless led us stumbling and half
frozen to the back door of the house.
Farmer Belknap had essayed a trip
to the barn to look after his stock, and
his good lady had lain down for her
regular after dinner nap, leaving the

POWDER
Abaoluteljr

at us.

We must have food at any cost. I
knew of but one house in that locality,
an ordinary story and a half farmhouse
on a crossroad about half α mile from
where we lay. It was invisible through
the storm, but we knew its approximate direction. We left everything in
the best order possible and started, the
wind at our backs, Harry in the lead.
I shall never forget that trip, floundering aimlessly through the drifts like
a pair of blind mice, if I live to be α
hundred. Three minutes after leaving
the engine we could not have found
our way back to it, no matter what

out

ΤΗε OLD REUABLE

great houses it became customary to
carry in the dishes in procession, sometimes preeeded by music and headed
by the steward with lus wand of office.
It was the duty of an "asseeur" or
placer to arrange them upon the table;
the ewers and napkins with which to

perform their ablutions were presented to the guests by the esquires ami
pages, while it fell to the lot of the almoner to

Utirru

wit*

there by little dabs of delicious golden
butter.
Delicate, feathery fronds of
celery nodded Jovially to the fat glass
dish of cranberry sauce, while delicious
odors of coffee uud plum pudding were
wafted through the open door from the
kitchen.
What a sight for tired and hungry

railroader*!
Pa. we
"We waited for you. pa!
waited for you!" shouted boisterous
Bob. and so they bad. Katie had worn
a path through the snow to the switch
tower and had tinted our arrival home
to the minute.
I noticed after that, during the win
ter, Harry had a way of hanging out
of the gangway as we approached Belknap's, so I made it my business to
blow a crossing signal there, and as I
peered slyly from under the peak of

my cap I would see a girlish figure
wave a white cloth from the backpiazza. Harry was promoted the fol
lowing spring, and the next Christmas
Katie and I and Bob stretched out our
toes under the hospitable mahogany of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mervln.
Yes; as I look back at It now I think,
take It all in all, It was the very merriest Christmas I ever spent, and I know

Sue and Harry da

Learned to Cipher.
Aunty—So this was your first term at
school? What did you learn?
Little Cilrl—I learned how to cipher.
Aunty—You learned arithmetic?
Little lîirl Xo'm. I learned how to
write cipher notes to little boys wot nobody else could read. A little girl

taught

me.

lie Got It.

Caller—Is the editor in?
Office Boy-No; he's ill.
Caller—I wonder if—or, he got the

poem 1 sent him?
Office Boy—I told yer he

was

ill,

didn't I?

Klnnrulnt.
"That deaf and dumb woman Is quite
a

linguist."

"A what?"

"Flngulst; ><i!e speaks four languages
on

her

say grace.

biddimj Suvic yoodby.

fingers."—Philadelphia

Bulletin.

Λ

(ircnl

Fennt.

Tlioro has never been prepared at
nny fenst a bigger bowl of punch than
that which was brewed l»y the Right
Hon. Edward Itussell when he was
captain general and commander in

chief of tin? forces in tlie MedlterraIt was made in a fountain
nean seas.
lu a garden in the middle of four
walks, all covered overhead with
lemon and orange trees. In every walk
there was a table the whole length of

It. and oil every table was a cold collation. In the huge fountains were the
following ingredients: Four hogsheads
of brandy, eight hogsheads of water,
2Γ».<)ου lemons, twenty gallons of lime
Juice, Ι,Λ'Ό pounds of tine Lisbon
sugar, live pounds of grated nutmegs,
300 toasted biscuits and a pipe of dry

mountain Malaga.

Over the fountain was placed a great
of this lake
canopy, while in the midst
of liquor there sailed a little sailor l>oy
who filled the cups and replenished the
glasses of ail those who had a desire
to drink. More than 0.000 men put la
appearance ut this feast.—Loudon
Tit-Bits.
an

rhuraeiion».
doubt readers are
to the old world, and

Τ lie Feet of

Chameleons, as
aware, all belong

no

to Africa. In their tongue,
their feet and their eyes they differ remarkably from other lizards. Their
feet, though possessing live toes, are
divided into two grasping groups, looking like a hand in mittens, and only by
close examination you perceive the

particularly

the three opi>oebut so close together
as to appear like one broad one.
On the padded soles or palms of
these grasping limbs you can feel and
See the small—may one say—palpi,
which enable them to grasp so firmly
that It is difficult to detach a chameleon
Id. These clinging feet,
from Its foot
entogether with ti.eir prehensile tail,
able them to sustain themselves on the

presence of the
Ing

two or

respectively,

branches in the strongest gale.

Ι'ητΙηκ η Call In China.
A Chinese bride called upon a foreign
lady, says a missionary. On entering
her
the room she deliberately turn·"*!
an
back upon lier hostess and made
elaborate obeisance, of course the for-

eign lady was amazed and annoyed,
but she found out the reason of the
The
strange proceeding afterward.
(
bride's conduct had conformed to
nese

Salt pork is a famous old*
fashioned remedy for conEat plenty of
sumption.
pork," was the advice to the
consumptive 50 and 100
"

étiquette.

She had performed her obeisance, her
Is
k'o-t'-ou, to the north liecause that
the direction of the royal abode. If the

foreign lady

was

so

ignorant

as

to

stand 011 the south side of the room,
that was not the bride's concern. She
knew, if her hostess did not, in what
direction to bow her head.

Dolled 0> ntera.
In "Social Life In the Uelgn of Queen
Anne" Swift writes to Stella, "Lord
Masham made me go home with him to
eat boiled oysters." and then be obligingly adds the recipe: "Take oysters,
wash them clean; that Is, wash their
shells clean; then put your oysters In
side
an earthen pot. with their hollow
down; then put this pot, covered, into
it boil.
η great kettle of water and let
are then boiled in their
to Your oysters
with waown liquor and do not mix

years ago.
Salt pork is good if a man
The idea
can stomach it.
behind it is that fat is the
food the consumptive needs
most.

Scott'sEmulsionisthemod-

method of feeding fat
the consumptive. Pork is too
rough for sensitive stomachs.
Scott's Emulsion is the most
refined of fats, especially
prepared for easy digestion.
Feeding him fat in this
way, which is often the only
way, is half the battle, but
Scott's Emulsion does more
than that. There is something about the combination
ern

of cod liver oil and hypophosphites in Scott's Emulsion
that puts new life into the

weak parts and has a special
on the diseased lungs.

action

A

sample

sent free upon
Be

sure

that thb

will be
request.
picture

la

the form o( a label i* on the
of
wrapper of every bottle
Emulsion you buy.

SCOTT &
BOWNE,

CHEMISTS,
409 Pearl St., Ν. Y.
50c. and f 1; all druggists.

ter."

Rnphaer* "Paul."
While Raphael was engaged in paintvising his celebrated frescoes he was
ited by two churchmen, who began to
criticise his work without understanding It. "The Apostlal'aul has too red
"He blushes even
a face," said one.
In heaven to see what bands the church
has fallen Into," replied the Indignant

painter.

A Source αft Revenue

Stopped.

"How many quarters did you receive
last Sunday night, Harry?"
"Four."
"I thought you had five sisters?"
"Yee'ui, but one is engaged."—Town

ind Country.

Tlme'a Chance·.
Father (meditating on time's changes)
—Ah. yes, the fashion of this world
passeth away.
Daughter— Indeed it does. papa. I
shall want a new hat next week.
Reversed.

"What sort of a man is my husband?
Well, before we were married he
wouldn't leave the house before midnight, and since he never enters It be-

fore."—Journal Amusant.

It is always safe to learn even from
enemies; never safe to instruct
even our friends.—Colton.
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result
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standing
both
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she will soon
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left
had
members
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Mrs.
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and
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All legal advertisements Charles L. Case has been seriously ill must furnish a dinner for the company. Saturday, Feb. 21.
is recovering.
are given three coDWCÛTe Insertions for $1.30
one of the best in the State.
are working hard.
Their
lieutenants
in
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home
at
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Mr. Gustavus R. Bryant has been very
per Inch In length of column. S|>eolal contracts
The storm that began early Monday
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Job Prixtiso —New type, fa»» presses, steam
power, experience»! workmen ami low price*
combine to make this ilcpartment of our busines* complete an<l popular.

Coming Events.
March 2.—Town
towns.

meeting In

March 3—Oxford l'omona
NEW

most

Oxfor«l

County

Grange, West Parts.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Money-Saving

Prices.
Bert's Boru Cure Does the Work.
N. Da> ton Bolster A Co.
Good New· for the Bo\«.
Statement German American Insurance Co.
Probate Notices.
4 Notices of \ppolntment.
New Bargains.
Notice of Public \uctlon of Mount Marie Mineral Co's property.
1 Législative Notices.
Criminal Hlll~ allowe<l by County Commission

York. She is now better, and has gone
with Mr. Case to the Bahamas for the
benefit to be derived from the trip. The
Democrat has received a letter from Mr.
Case, which wits a little late for this
issue, but will be published next week.
Kev. Mr. Bishop of the Baptist church
exchanged pulpits with Rev. W. E.
Brooks, D. D., of South Parie. Sunday.
There will be no preaching service at
the Universalist church next Sunday.
Sunday School at the usual hour, 12

o'clock.
The entertainment

of

the

Baptist

Circle was postponed from Friday evening until next Friday, on account of the

severity of

the weather.
Miss Minnie Garland and Mr. George
A. Sanders of Boston are at L. B. Merrill's for a few days.
William G. Hammond died at his home
in this place Saturday, afternoon after an
illness from Bright's disease covering in
ere.
its various stages a period of^nearly two
years. Mr. Hammond was a native of
Legislative Notes.
Paris, and a son of Ezra Hammond.
Most of his life was spent in Massachuin
Old Home Week bids fuir to be estab- setts. He came here from Andover
twelve years since, and
lished by law, as the bill has been favor- that state ten or
built the house on Lincoln Street where
ably reported.
he has since lived. One of his daughters,
Mr. l'ettengill of Rumford introduced Mrs. Morrow of Springfield, Mass., arriva bill to imorporate the Ellis River Im- ed here
just before his death. Mr. Hammond leaves a widow, two daughters and
provement Co.
one son.
He is survived by his two brothAmong the numerous salary bills is
F. Hammond and II. E. Hamone which raises the salary of the gov- ers, George
mond of this town. Funeral this Monernor to $5.000.
day afternoon, and interment in Hillside
The second appropriation bill lias ap- Cemetery.
The friends of Heury D. Hammond
peared. aud c.u ties >P.O. Ι.',ιι. The
more than a mil- have been urging him to allow the use
one amounted to some
lion.
of his name for the office of selectman
Mr.
from this section of the town.
A bill has been introduced by Senator
states that he is not seeking
rhilbrook increasing the salary of the Hammond
the office and will make no effort to
count ν attorney of Oxford Count ν to
obtain it, but should the town see tit to
$500.
In view of
elect him, he will accept.
The time for the reception of matters Mr. Hammond's experience and ability,
its
exhad
first
of special legislation has
certainly the town could not do better
tension. In· date ii\cd as the limit being than to elect him.
Feb.
24.
at
just
present

tiiS^

The

bill

finally

Hiram.

suffrage
Messrs. John Me Man us of Portland
this session in the senate
(ί. Shirley of Fryeburg,
and George
The vote was 12 to 12,
of the Society for the Protection
and President Virgin cast the deciding agents
of Animals, were iutown Wednesday and
vote against sutfrage.
Thursday. One horse of undiscoverable
A *10.000.000 corporation has appeared antiquity was condemned and executed.
in the Penobscot River Power Company, They are still ou the trail of others.
a bill for the incorporation of which has
( apt. Thomas O. Spring is improving.
been introduced. The purposes of this
Mr. Ormond S. Spring has gone to
enormous
an
are
to
develop
Jackson, X. H., to his business as carcompany
water power on the Penobscot above penter.
Old Town.
Mr. Lorenzo I), rrencu is m poor
health.
Mr. Josselyn of Portland presented a
Mr. Marshall Spring is sick.
bill amending the pablic law^ relating to
The Knights of Pythias are receiving
paupers providing that whoever una crowd of new members.
reasonably neglects to provide for the quite
Mr. Elias Gould is in feeble health.
support of his wife or minor child shall
Mr. Reuben 8. Moulton is preparing to
l>e punished by a tine of uot more than
build a barn in place of the one burnt by
$20 or bv imprisonment of not more
lightning May -'4. 1902.
than six months.
woman

disposed <>f for
on Wednesday.

The committee

on

was

education had

a

East

Bethel.

Road breakers seem to be the most
protracted hearing Thursday on the
proposition to change the method of ap- busy people.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Abbott have reportioning the state school fund, making

it according to the average attendance iu turned to their home here for a few
the schools instead of the total number weeks.
of scholars. The larger number of the
Miss Jennie Swan is working for Mrs.
speakers before the committee were op- Peers who is quite ill.
Mr. Charles Swan from Washington, D.
posed to the change, coming mostly
from the cities, which will in general be C., is visiting his home in this place.
the
Miss Hester Kimball was the guest ol
losers by
proposed plan.
Mrs. J. II. Estes last week at Rumford
It is understood that the bridge bill,
Corner.
placing the cost of buil4ing and mainMi*s Maud Russell is taking a course
taining all bridges over *>0 feet in length in the Home
Corresponding Business
upon the state and counties, will be re- College,
Springfield, Mass.
ported to the Legislature next Tuesday
The Ladies Club was very pleasantlj
by the committee on ways and bridges. entertained
by Mrs. S. E. Rich last week.
There will be two reports, the majority

report ought to pass, and a minority
report signed by one member. The
bill is opposed by the cities generally,
which would have the large end of the
expense under it.

Hast Sumner.

A man said that some of them thought
of stopping th« Democrat because I did
not report a certain affair last season.
(Joking, of course.) One point in the
above mentioned casejjwe have recently
learned is almost too funny to pass unA certain complaint being
noticed.
made, the judge quietly interviewed
These admitting that the
some youths.
law bad been violated, the respondent
plead guilty, was fined and settled. One
youth, old enough to know that a witness is entitled to fees, learned the result and called for his witness fees.
"\ou have not been called, you gave
your information voluntarily. You are
not entitled to fees."
"Well," says the
boy, "If you ever want me to tell you
anvthiug again I'll lie like h—This

amused the old judge.
Feb. 15, Mrs. Mary A. Barrell passed

away at the home of her son-in-law Herbert Irish. She was the widow of Alden Barrell late of Hartford, ner age 65
years. Her funeral was attended by
Rev. Mr. Barton of Bethel at the home
j about
two miles this village.
Mrs. Elizabeth Waldron recently fell
on the slippery sidewalk shaking her up
considerably, and later she had an attack
of the grippe causing great discomfort.
Mrs. Anna Pike expects hereon George
from Springfield, Mass., to spend Sunday
»
with her.
What about that sign of the hog's melt,
that infallible sign which was to give us
warm weather?
J. F. Bicknell of North Buckfield is
quite a story teller. He was down Friday
entertaining the multitude.
(Jreenwood.
Our thanks are due the weather maker
for the temperature he gave us last
Wednesday morning, since it gives two
The first to
extra locals for this week.
mention is the fact that it was 14 deone
degree colder
grees below zero,
than any previous morning this winter.
The other is what might be called a
freak of nature, or a prank of Jack
rrost. Two pails of water were sitting
side of each other in the sink, one of
which froze over on the surface in the
usual manner, while the other froze in a
honeycomb form from top to bottom
of the pail. What was the cause of i»?
I hat kind of a freak has been seen before, but not often. Speaking of freaks,
here is another that might be mentioned
in this connection, and is about as great
O. G. Whitman
a novelty as the other.
has a cow which has six fully developed
teats, all of a size, and gives milk out of
them all alike. She came in recently,
aud her calf ought to congratulate himself on beiug born in a land flowing with
nnlk if not with honey.
A letter from the Ilenricks brothers of
I leveland, 0., says tliev will visit here
the coming spring and later on will visit
( alifornia or the golden state on the
Pacific, of which they have so often
heard but never saw.
Last Wednesday, Newton Bryant and
I· rauk Brooks broke out the road here
with one and a half yoke of oxen, one ol
r rank s oxen having lamed himself so
that he works the other one tandem:
and he works well that way having nc
But that makes il
occasion to crowd.
bad for Frank, since he has a large
amount of wood to market and only one
ox at present that can work.
Osgood Swan met with a serious accident recently, which in a short time would
have proved fatal. He was digging oui
pulp wood from under a deep snow drifl
for Fred Cole, when the snow caved in
burying him deeply in a doubled up position, making it impossible for him tc
He was alone at the time of the
move.
accident, but as good luck would have it,
Sylvester Cole came to the place befori
life became extinct, and rescued him
from his perilous position. In diggint
him out it was found that his birch hook
had penetrated entirely through hit
cheek, and iu so doing had knocked oui
three of his teeth. He was taken honu

Word comes from Medford, Mass.,
that Mrs. Augusta (Conunt) Robinson,
formerly of Sumner, has passed away.
She was the daughter of Mr. John Co
A bill has been introduced in the legis- nant who resided for many years ir
lature making it a condition of the pay- Sumner and afterward in
Abington,
meut of the state stipend to agricultural Mass.
she was the wife of Mr. Algernou
or
immoral
no
indecent
W.
a
native
of
that
also
Sumner.
societies
Robinson,
I feeling badly used up.
exhibition shall be given on the grounds.
Samuel I. Crockett is said to be quit*
Lovell.
The comment of some of the papers is feeble from an attack of appendicitis.
II. Β. Eastman of Fryeburg, who has
that it might be termed a bill to abolish
Mrs. Mary Sewall is quite feeble this
been at work during the winter for J. Η
the midway. Peculiar condition of winter, as also is Miss Marcella Heald.
An epidemic of colds seems to be pre- Fox, has been sick one week and is now
things, that. Plenty of the fair sideshows are about as cheap as anything vailing in the vicinity and tuauy art at work for his brother, O. C. Eas^nan
We hear that M. A. LeBaron, who it
ever seen iu a tent, but to say that they
atllicted thereby.
immoral is a pretty
are all indecent or
Several days of zero
weather las I logging iu Sebago, ha» lost one of hit
horses by sickness.
week.
sweeping statement.
The sick ones as far as we know an
An entertainment will be given at the
Petitions for a close time on rabbits
on Thursday evening, March 5,
recovering.
were the object of more or less sport vestry
Mrs. Benjamin Gray is recovering satis
when the comical farce entitled "Prof.
when introduced in the senate, and were
Baxter's Great luvention" will be
factorily from the operation performed
finally referred to the committee ou sented. Low admission rates andpre-a as far as one can in the length of time,
charities and public beneficiaries. The
time is expected. Come and eu- One of her sisters went home Friday
house insisted upon reference to the tish good
The other and the nurse from Portland
»t.
and game committee, and the senate re- j*>y
still remain.
ceded and concurred. Lovers of the rabSouth Kumford.
Daniel McAllister has been at homi
kill
love
to
those
who
bit—or, rather,
Pine has gone to her home in for a few days from his work at Stone
Myrtle
to
at
the
rabbits—are grieved
tendency
ham. He reports deep snow and hard
make light of the matter, and say that Roxbury.
Purl Putnam is
without a house- roads.
the rabbit must have protection, or he
The Woman's Library Club met with
will not long be with us to enjoy the keeper.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Abbott entertained Mrs. Alice Heald, Wednesday, Feb. 11th.
privilege of being shot at.
the McKinley School League, Feb. 18th. Thirty-one members were present. Tht
The petition of George K. Easter of About thirty were present.
program was as follows:
Maggie Bessey visited friends in An- Roll-call.
Byron to be reimbursed in the sum of
Business.
of
his
wife
SRNiO on account of the death
dover, Feb. 14th to 16th.
Curren: Event*.
Mrs. Mary Healil Walker
F. P. Putnam is quite sick with a cold. Taper. William Wordsworth, Mies Ella Charles
has been denied. It will be remembered
iu
a
The
Pet
was
Not many at the School
that Mrs. Easter
Lamb, by Wordsworth.
fatally injured
League I'oem,
Mre. Bessie Stearns
runaway accident supposed to be caused sociable at Mrs. Cynthia Ackley's, Feb.
I'oem. The Daffodils, by Wordsworth,
at
a
uioose.
as
it
was
a
the
horse
fright
taking
11,
rainy night.
Mre. Annie Brown
by
Freeland Whitehouse has moved away Reailluic, The Uses of l'octry, by Vida D. Scu<l·
As moose are in a sense wards of the
Ml»i Charlotte Hobbs.
iler,
state and protected by it, this appeal from the Curneil place, and a family by
Quotations from Wordsworth, Club Members
the name <>f Richardson are living there. l'oein, Line·» Written In
was made to the legislature, the petition
Early Spring. by WonleMies Emily Irish.
Dr. J. F. Putnam was in Bangor a fewworth,
being numerously signed by residents of
Questions.
of
The
comthe county.
that section
days last week. Fremont Abbott carthe
ou
mail
was
ried the
while he
mittee reported
Thursday, giving
away.
Sumner.
Frank Greenlaw has gone to Cherry
petitioners "leave to withdraw."
Samuel Crockett and Addie Parlin are
tield, Maine, to help care for his aged
on the sick list.
father who is ill with a cancer.
In Memoriam.
Mrs. Hattie Abbott of Abington, Mass.,
Charles Maxwell from Jay is now
is visiting relatives here.
Luella Cole, the subject of this brief
working for M. L. Wyman on his milk
sketch, was the only child of Sorauus N. route.
George Morrill lost one of his work
horses recently.
and Elizabeth D. Cole. She was born at
Mrs. D. R. Coles has gone to MassaLocke's Mills July 28, 18Ô6, and died
North Paris.
chusetts to help care for her son who is
near
Greenwood Center December S,
A. W. Walker ά Son's teams have been
sick with pneumonia.
1902. Her father died of typhoid fever
some lumber to the saw mill
Miss Grace Abbott, who has been visitwhen she was hardly more than an infant, drawing
here.
thus leaving her entirely in the care of
ing relatives and friends in the place,
Mr. David Young has been quite sick,
has returned to her home in Abington,
her mother, who watched over her
but is now more comfortable, and hope
Mass.
daughter, as she grew in body and mind, he will
live out the full hundred
yet
Julian Dyer, wife, and little son Raywith all the solicitude of a fond and
of life.
years
of Kumford Falls, are visiting
mond,
tender parent.
W. P. Andrews of South Woodstock relatives in this
After living a widow several years, the
place.
has been on the sick list for some weeks.
mother married .Samuel Elwell, who
His mother is also quite sick.
on
a
and
farm
where
he
settled
bought
Thankful Roberts is uot so well.
Mrs. C. A. Abbott was called to Bethel
still lives: thus making a permanent and
last week
the severe sickness of her
Lynn Dyer is working for Ε. I. Brown
happy home for the newly made family. son's wife.by
at Redding.
On arriving at womanhood the daughMoses Smith of Snow's Falls was at J.
Mr. Bessey was on the sick list last
ter commenced working out, and so
week but has now returned to his work. F. Davenport's Sunday.
faithful did she prove to be, in addition
Julian Dyer is wot king for O. L. Varto her kind and genial disposition, that
ney.
she soon had more applications for her
Number of pieces of mail distributed
Mrs. Elbridge Benson and two children,
services than she could tilll.
on this route in January was 4,601, and
who have been visiting in Dixiield, have
Later on in life she turned her atten- on the Greenwood route 2,l>95 pieces.
returned home.
tion more to the employment of nursing,
West Paris Grange gave a variety enCharlie Hammond went to the Central
and soon became an expert in that line of teitainment Feb. 16, in the evening. An
Maine General Hospital Monday to be
work as her mother had been before her; oyster supper with pastry was served
treated for appendicitis.
and such was the demand for her services from β to S p. m., then literary exercises
J. Dunham of Dixtield was at Elbridge
in this new field, that they used to say consisting of music both instrumental
Benson's recently.
it was a pity she could not be iu two or and vocal,
recitations and the farce,
Denmark.
three places at the same time, so as to "Smasliington Goit."
There was an
widen her sphered usefulness. Audit apron sale, also a sociable.
Mr. Lester Warren died Thursday
Charley
is in this capacity that her loss w ill be Childs guessed the nearest to the num- morning after a short illness. He has
the most severely felt throughout the ber of beans in a pint jar and thereby held a number of town offices, and was a
About $30 was received much esteemed citizen.
won the quilt.
present generation.
Luella Cole was never married, always for admission, supper and the sale of the
Dr. N. R» Butler is confined to the
resolved, apparently, to let well enough aprons and quilt, etc. The recitations house with a bad cold.
alone; thinking, perhaps, that by remain- and music were very tine. The two Finns
Geo. Albert Hill, son of Geo. A. Hill,
ing single she could make herself more who played on the accordion, violin and who has been very sick with pneumonia
at
and
in
to
the
useful
harmonica, pleased everybody.
community
large;
for 14 days, is reported as being a little
this she was not mistaken.
P. A. Crawford has bought a meadow better.
In person she was about the average ! of S. P. Stearns.
Mr. Herbert Ordway is slowly sinking
height, possessed a good figure, and I Mrs. Arthur Stevens died last week, away.
motioned
she
was
funeral
the
and
naturally
quick
The church concert at Odd Fellows,
Friday.
being
would do a large amount of work in a ι
Hall Monday evening netted about 910,
which goes to paying the church debt.
given space of time. Although nature
/Vidover.
Mrs. Fernando Witham has been quite
gave her a good constitution, it was
A young man by the name of Sellic
not made of iron; and continual labor,' met
with a painful accident last week in ill for a Dumber of days.
without the proper intervals of rest, was the woods. He had cut off a tree and
West Buckfield.
what produced a complication of dis- !
jumped from it into the snow striking on
eases, which finally proved fatal.
Miss Gertrude Bonney came home
a sharp stub, piercing his leg near the
She was a great sufferer during the !
groin, to the depth of five inches, mak- from Norway Saturday and returned
last of her days, but endured it all like a :
ing a painful and dangerous wound. Dr. Sunday.
Christian martyr, until the angel of Leslie ig
Miss Hazel Warren of North Buckfield
attending him. Ha is doing as
death came to her relief.
visited at H. H. Buck's last week.
well as could be expected.
The muse gives us a glimpse of Luella:
Our school closed Friday with a box
The annual ball given by the Knights
Cole's life work in these words, as seen 1 of
Pythias will be to-night, Friday. A supper and entertainment in the evenfrom her point of view:
ing.
good time is looked for.
Thou servant of humanity, thy labor wa« well
Mrs. Jennie Bennett was with her sisThe schools are closed for the year.
done,
Miss Sarah Morse, last week.
Good
has
been
the
ter,
made, by
progress
True love auit Christian «ratltu'te muet nobly
Dana Harlow has closed his school
thou hast won.
reports.
The snow is about four feet on an and gone to Boston.
Long year·» thy work wh> with the sick, cooled
many a fevered brow;
Bert Austin, who has been so sick, is
in the woods. Shoveling has to
Sweet re»t and peace forevermore shall be thy average
be done to every tree, which makes alow improving.
portion now.
The tick one· are all better.
L. D.
progress.

morning

was a

real blizzard.

Saturday, Major A. N. True
Bangor to attend the G. A. R.

seriously sick with pneumonia, but at
went to this writing he is slightly better.
The children of Mr. and Mrs. George
encamp-

ment.
Mrs. W. E. Abbott still remains critically ill at her home on High street.
Miss Ε. E. BArnham has sold out her
millinery business to a Lewiston party,
Miss Burnham has
so it is reported.
been in business hero for a long time,
and it will be with deep regret that her
patrons and large circle of friends will
learn of this change. Miss Burnham by
honest, fair dealing, and unstinted generosity has won a host of friends.
Dr. and Mrs. Gardiner L. Sturdivant
are receiving congratulations upon the
birth of a little daughter.
Prof. Ilanscom and Mr. Dyer have
been ill a part of the week, and there was
no session of school Wednesday.
Thursday evening through the generosity of Landlord Lord, the Bethel Library Association held its annual entertainment at Prospect Inn. A verv
pleasing program was presented, consistmg of vocal solo by Miss Jennie Gibson,
reading by Miss Lynds and Miss Grace
Chapman, music by the male quartette
consisting of Dr. I. Wight, Dr. G. L.

Tubbs

are

having whooping cough.

Mr. and Mrs. Ε. H. Brown of Rumford
Falls are spending three or four days
with relatives in town.
A good number were present at the
circle held on Friday evening with Mr.
and Mrs. L. C. Bates, and a very pleasant evening was enjoyed.
All members of the degree staff are requested to be present at a special business meeting of Onward Rebekah Lodge,
No. 29, on Tuesday evening, Feb. 24, at
I. Ο. O. F. Hall.
Oxford.

The village schools will close this
week.
The Robinson Manufacturing Co. declined to advance the wages of the spinPart of them have returned to
ners.
their work and part have left.
The Y. P. S. C. E. held a temperance
meeting Sunday evening.
The Ladies' Society met with Mrs.
Herbert

Denning, Thursday.

Whlttler'» Barbara Frletchle.
It Is the poet's treatment of "Stonewall" Jackson that has given grenteet
offense and has caused the friends of
the
that gallant gentleman to denounce
to
whole story as a myth and either
or to
deny Barbara's existence in toto
There is no
her loyalty.

question
ground for

Barbara Frletchle
Jackperhaps never saw "Stonewall"
At least she did not see him ride
son.
past her house on that "cool September morn." Not because she was bedridden on that day, as has been assertto
ed. Mrs. Abbott, who went down
Invite her aunt to come and spend the
her to
day with her, failing to induce
leave the house, remained alid watched
either.

with her the "dust brown ranks" as
on reaching Market street rode with his staff two
his resquares to the north to pay
spects to the Presbyterian minister,
Dr. Ross, on Second street, and then

they passed. Jackson

rejoined his troops by riding through
Mill alley and reaching Patrick street

of
about half a square to the west
Of this
Barbara Frietchie's house.
a gala member of that staff, himself
and
lant son of Marylaud, has again
reagain testified. The poet Whit-tier
ceived his materials from Mrs. Southworth of Goorgetown, D. C.. and used
but little license in working them up,

the letter written to him and quoted
In full in his "Life" well shows.—At-

as

lantic.

Here'· α Queer Fifth.
Ench one of us line at some time
eaten too much, but we have surely
not gone to such an excess as this flch
has. It is called the "black swallower" and as a swaliower takes first

George Horsey of Portland visited his
mother, Mrs. Fisher, recently.
place, for its stomach is much larger
W. R. Farris, J. F. Fuller, È. P. Faunce
Sturdivant, Charles Valentino and Edthan its body. It will seize by the tail
annual
ward Barker. Piano solo by Miss Mir- and C. T. Wardwell attended the
size
a fish eight or ten times its own
iam Ilerrick, and piano duet by Misses encampment of the G. A. R. at Bangor.
and work its way over it by repeatedly
Agnes Barton and Agnes Brooks. After
Albany.
sliding forward one jaw and then the
the program eighteen tables were arThe ladies' circle met at the vestry other. Before taking η meal the swalranged and filled with the lovers of
Al- iower is a very respectable looking
whist, which was indulged in until a late Thursday afternoon and evening.
liour. Home made candies were for sale though the mercury stood below zero all fish, except fora voracious cast of counand punch was served. The officers of through the day, there were 58 to take tenance. but afterward he certainly
the supper. Mrs. Wallace 13. Cummings and has the
were
the Library
Association
appearance of having eaten
Mrs. Ε. T. Judkins entertained. Supper
hostesses.
ΊΊιριι the walls of his stommuch,
too
Edward Harvey, Bowdoin, is at home consisted of baked beans, pastry and
as to be trauspar
coffee. From 7 to 10 was spent as usual. ach are so stretched
on account of illness.
instrumental ent. Later digestioii begins and the
and
vocal
* riday the C. E. held a social in Gar- —readings,
music and dialogues. Space will not swaliower is turned belly upward by
land Chapel.
Dr. and Mrs. Β rati bury of Norway allow mention of each, but one at a time the imprisoned gas and his stomach
perhaps will do. A dialogue entitled becomes a balloon, which lifts liiin
were in Bethel Thursday.
The prize speaking of the students "How She Cured Him" was the talk of from the depths of the ocean to the
will take place in Odeon Hall next Fri- the evening, given by W. B. Cummings surface, and 111 this helpless condition
as sick uncle, Mrs. Alma Judkins and
day evening.
he is thrown about by the waves, perThe winter term of Gould Academy Mrs. Dorah Beckleras housekeepers. All
haps cast ashore and left high and dry
and
all
did
their
others
will dose Friday.
parts finely,
in which case lie
went home feeling they had got well by the receding tide,
more, for the reof
any
not
but
does
for
Bryant's Pond.
nothing
swalloy
coming,
saying
paid
Labor was suspended at the spool mill going home. Next circle in two weeks. turning tide finds him a dead ûsh.
Amos L. Bean thought as close time
for a couple of days this week on account of lack of lumber.
Capt. Dearborn had come on door he would shift his GO'Πιι* Constitution In Pructlre.
lias lumber enough, but cannot get it SO Marlin for four good shoats. He had
Tiie theory of the constitution is that
heifers
conveyed here, as cars are not obtainable. previously added seven yearling
the three departments of the governMr. and Mrs. Andrew Hill are to move to his worldly possessions, making a
ment- the legislative, the executive and
All
4
2
of
7
herd
calves,
hogs.
into the house of their son Charles, which
horses,
one
a
first
is
now
the judiciary—are independent of
seems
be
needed
that
to
is now occupied by Rev. Henry Brown
the
him
let
we
government
woman.
But
then
a
In
and
farm
practice
wife.
Ansel
is
another.
and
Dudley
having an
is not carried on in harmony with this
up stairs rent iinished off in his house plan for himself.
balC. A. Grover has recovered enough so
for Mr. and Mrs. Brown.
theory. The system of checks and
John Brown of Milton is going to that he has started to-day with a load of ances does not operate as its inventors
work for Edwin Andrews at the grist wood for Bethel.
intended. The president was to have
Arthur Andrews is gaining every day.
mill. Mr. and Mi-s. Brown will move into
of selecting his subordiHerbert I. Bean has bought a cow of had the power
the rent they used to occupy in back of
nates; the senate, through the exercise
D. A. Cummings.
Andrews' store.
was to
The apples are not all sold here as yet. of the power of confirmation,
Miss Nora Thomas' school at GreenAustin Hutchinson is buying live hogs prevent the appointment of unworthy
wood has finished, and Miss Thomas is
for Lewiston market, paying 0 cents, also men. especially of men who might constopping at home.
I· rank M. Cole liad another bad heart buying fox skins.
nive with the president to usurp powspell the first of the week, and is not
er. In practice most of the president's
East Hebron.
able to go out.
subordinates are forced upon him. lie
Rev. and Mrs. Seth Benson <>f North
The road teams are busy after the
usually selects after consultation with
I ans were at Alden Chase's recently. storm and do their best to keep the
whole
a senator, wtio stands for the
Ir. t hase is failing.
His limbs were so roads open for the public, but the storms
for he has its power behind
badly swollen Wednesday that one of interfere very much. They all have senate,
a custom which has grown
them burst.
good teams, and all the men work with- him through of conduct, known as the
to be a rule
Mary :ind Lloise lobin have gone to out waste of time.
Phillips, ami go from there to Cleveland,
The sick still remain feeble and no "courtesy of the senate."—Century.
Ohio, where their mother has been for -change for the better.
some weeks.
H. N. Merrill has just shipped his apFruit Se«dn anil A|>i»endlcltlN.
Miss Genevieve Whitman is gaining ples, and several others have sent with
"Many very intelligent people are
and will recover shortly from the opera- him.
deterred from swallowing the seeds of
tion for appendicitis, if nothing new
Apples are not keeping well of late, berries,
the
grapes and other fruits lest
takes place.
even those that usually keep in the sumMrs. Virgie Wilson of South Paris was mer months.
lodgment of these small bits of indigesacin town Monday aud assisted in the U.
II. A. Record and J. S. Freeman in- tlbleness may induce that dreadful
O. G. C. minstrels, which will be pre- tend to take a trip in quest of fish, il cident appendicitis," says the Dietetic
sented to the publicFriday evening, Feb. traveling will admit.
Gazette.
27, to be followed by a social dame.
A good pile of wood is seen in nearly
"This fear is utterly baseless since
Mrs. Angie Berry and Mrs. Caroline all the yards. Some have been obliged
the healthy appendix is protected by
Mountfort are still in very poor health. to buy, the snow is so deep in the woods.
a valvular arrangement which preFreddie Ilill is at home from Berlin
When ("seated to write the current
seeds from enFalls, and will board at Mrs. Lalia Estes' events of the week, we are reminded <>l vents even the smallest
until the strike is settled at the Berlin a man who attended church constantly tering it. It is only after inflammation
paper mills.
at East Hebron and sat in a conspicuous has already destroyed its normal proRonello Davis has bought the Alonzo seat. He arose one day when the num- tection that any foreign substance can
Felt farm all but the swamp and meadow ber in attendance was unusually large
gain access to it.
next to the Granville Felt farm which and said, "I thought when I was coming
"To feel compelled to eschew all
was bought by him.
Mrs. Felt will move to meetin' this morning I shouldn't s a,ν
seedy berries and fruits is to seriously
to the village.
and
I
now
and
I
think
shan't,"
nothing,
curtail one's dietary, and it is entirely
Efforts

reorganize then sat down. We find about the same
It is gener- amount of news.
that the efforts will bo successare

being

made to

Bryant's Pond Cornet Band.

ally hoped

ful.
Ned I. Swan attended the grange entertainment at West Paris Monday even-

ing.

Wilson's Mills.
School began Monday, Feb. 9th, taught
by Miss Blanche M. Alls of Colebrook.

A. A. Flint and wife are in from Colebrook on a visit to his father, F. A,
Flint.
Joseph Gilbert, who is stopping with
his sister, Mrs. A1 Hart, has a new
gramophone and will give entertainments.
Newry.
Bessie Seniles, who has been teaching
About 50 couples attended Mr. and at Errol the
past winter, was in towr
Mrs. Will Parker's reception, given at
recently, also one of her scholars, Cora
the residence of the bride's parents, Bennett.
Wednesday evening, Feb. 18. A bountiful treat was furnished, and many beauWest Sumner.
tiful gifts bestowed upon the happy
Mrs, Geo. II. Barrows recently wen!
pair. After a visit to Turner among
friends, they will go to Boston, where to the Central Maine General Hospital
and underwent a severe surgical operathey expect to permanently reside.
The valentiue party at North Newry tion. She is doing well and her man;
Feb. 14th, was very largely attended, friends hope for the return of good
and was pronounced a success. Great health.
merriment was enjoyed in matching the
Carl P. Dunham has moved his family
broken hearts. Let us hope that all into the rent over the bakery.
succeeded at last.
Miss Bessie P. Burgess has been visitMr. and Mrs. Julian H. Farrar of Graf- ing her sister, Mrs. Annie B. Andrews.
ton visited at J. S. Allen's last week,
Fannie F. Maxim is at the Central
also Miss Edith Skillingsof West Bethel. Maine General Hospital
for medical
Miss Maenette Littlehale has lately re- treatment.
turned from a visit of two weeks at BerThere was a largely attended poverty
ball at the vestry last Friday night.
lin, Ν. H.
Married on Sunday River, Feb. 14,
Ivan Stowe and Miss Long, daughter of
What Shall We Eat ?
Anson Long, who has recently removed
What don't we eat? We rely on the
with bis family from Nova Scotia to
honesty of the baker, the compoundei
Newry.
Also on Sunday River, at the residence of all the flavors, extracts, spices, canner?
of Loren Trask, Pearl Parker of Bethel of all manner of goods, and over and
above all, the butcher.
and Miss Sena Littlehale of Newry.
I remember when a boy of hearing
The snow lies heavily on the ground
reason ol
making it very fatiguing getting out that somewhere butchers, by
their business of slaughter and blood,
lumber at the present time.
To-day a party are breaking the roads were excluded from sitting as jurors in
with the road machine and six horses.
capital cases. Be that as it may, I think
Mrs. Butters has gone home to Lovell if there is any class of caterers which
with her children, and her husband need looking after, it is that of the
butcher. Oh, there are honest butchers,
boards at Frank Douglas'.
no doubt, but by watching out it will
be discovered that they are on the
soon
Hebron.
alert for diseased cattle which the farmRev. Mr. Pinkham of South Paris
er will gladly sell for a song, to be rid
preached here Sunday in exchange with of it before
it Anally succumbs to its
Dr. Crane.
disease.
Mrs. E. S. Dunham is at home from
Look at those old wrecks known as
Miss Kimball of Yarmouth is visiting
her sister, Mrs. David Hayes, this week.
Mr. aud Mrs. Fred Chandler and Hilda
and Margery, of South Paris, visited at
Harry Crockett's Sunday.

Philadelphia.

cannera, $5 apiece. Perhaps they can
travel to the car or shambles, if not they
are carted, and away they go, and somebody eats them. Oh, if they are sent
away what do you care? But don't be
too sure.
Tliey are often slyly slaughtered and sold for home trade. The unscrupulous dealer sells it out at the top
ing Wednesday.
Of course it would not do to
Ε. M. Glover lost one of his work price.
divide profite with the consumer, for
horses Tuesday night. Mr. Glover bas
that would be a dead give away. See?
l>een unfortunate, as he lost a fine horse
Yes, swine are killed to save a natural
last fall.
and if perchance they get the
We hear that Mr. David Curamings is death,
start and die, we have heard of the
sick
with
peritonitis.
very
process being gone through
Sybil Pike has been quite sick with butchering
but these are rare cases, we hope.
some throat trouble, but ia now doing with,
It is bad enough to be compelled to
well.
use as food old superannuated JerseyMrs. Ansel Bowman is recovering from
cows who have been fed on cotton-seed
an attack of grippe.
until their bonis are yellow. I would
Many in this vicinity are having bad not
particularly object to a slice from a
colds.
or a slide-yoke occasionally, but
Herman George has lost a driving pig-pen
to have an old canner foisted upon me,
horse this winter.
as I am aware I have, (but can't fully
prove), it grinds, and if there is any one
Brownfleld.
matter which should be looked after by
Mrs. Cyrus Durgan. a resident of this
inspectors, in our opinion it is the meat
until
few
within
a
now
town
'months,
supply.
living at Kezar Falls, is critically ill of a
We*well remember the story of "cornshock.
paralytic
ed beef" in the late war, and how much
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Graffam have better
protected are we? Disgusted.
moved into Mr. John Graffam's rent on
Hill Street.
Nearly half of the locomotives owned
Mr. and Mrs. Tee from Denmark are
by the Bangor & Aroostook railroad
working at the Pequawket House.
burned
Mrs. Frank Feosenden is visiting her were destroyed in a Are which
the round house at Houlton, Friday.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Blake.
Of the 12 enginee in the house only two
Little Marion Cameron ie quite sick.
steam up. The
Mrs. Marshall Spring of Hiram is stop- were saved, those having
started in a small building connectping with Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Spring fire
ed with the roundhouse and spreading
on Main Street.
hbuse and
Terribly cold weather and very bad rapidly soon consun&d the
looomotlvea.
roads.
Miss lone Harlow of Dixfleld is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Sargent.
Miss Hazel Donhaui was at home from
Bates over Sunday.
The Ladies' Cirole gave a supper Tuesday evening.
Hebron Grange held an all-day meet-

unnecessary. In fact, the free and constant use of ripe berries and fruits of
all kinds is one of the best preventives
of this dangerous disease."
Could Xot

It.

Staiul

A life of the poet James Gates Perclval contains some personal incidents
that show the character of the man.
Among them is this:
When he was made state geologist

of Wisconsin, a young man was appointed to assist him. One day the
geologist entered the governor's ollice
"I cannot
in a state of excitement.
Indeed I cannot! I cannot
stand iL
work with him any longer!" he declared
with some agitation, referring to his
assistant.

"What's the truoble?"
"lie whistles and he throws stones at
birds." was the indignant rejoinder.
Thereafter lie pursued his geological

labors unassisted.

Hnil Good Ilrtmoii to

Worry.

telling this story of the pastor of a metropolitan church who has
made a study of palmistry and kindred
subjects:
They

are

A woman came to him and begged
She was a
that he read her hand.
spinster, and nil interesting network
of lines had spread over her palm with
The minister decided to
the years.

give her a bit of advice.
"You should never think of marriage,"

he said.
"I don't," replied the spinster promptNew York
ly; "I worry about It."
Tribune.
—

CnrlonltieH of EtymoloRjr,
It is extraordinary how words for
the same thing differ in even so small
a
country as England. Take "left
handed." for example. In Gloucestershire such a person Is described as
"scrnmmy," in Staffordshire he becomes "craggy," the phrase for a left
handed Yorkshlreniau is "gawkrodger"
or "calllck handed," and In the next
county, Durham, he is "cuddy paw."—

Telegraph.

London

Pound

η

Difference.

The Irrepressible Child—Ma, is there
any difference between level and flat?
Ilis Mother— No, dear.
The I. C.—Then why did pa get angry when Mr. Jones said he was a flathead and then feci good when he heard
that Mr. Smith said he was level headed?—Columbia Jester.
Clover

wasn't
Press.

tf-ortli

Selieme.

stealing.—Philadelphia

Itequent.
Mistress—Didn't you hear me ring before?
Maid—I kind of thought I did ma'am,
A

but I wasn't sure.
Mistress
Well, next time, please,
give me the benefit of the doubt.—Puck.
—

Deaperatelj

111.

Mrs. Parke—Your husband has been
very ill, hasn't he?
Mrs. Lane—I never saw him so 111.
Why, for two weeks he never spoke α

croM

word to me.

birds
The famous Chinese conjuring
old
gensedate
A
Java
are
sparrows.
corner In
tleman sitting at a street
through
Hongkong put one of his birds
its tricks for the benefit of Commander

of rice.

"Cumshaw (fee) can do. No cumthe man,
shaw, no can do," remarks
shuffling-the cards and pointing to the
bird, which meantime knowingly eyes

;

J

the proceedings.
I produce a halfpenny.
"No can do," observes the man quietly. "One plcy penny pood pidgin."
which
I hand over the necessary coin,
ut the
he places with the pack of cards
the fastenundoes
he
Then
door.
cage
the
ing of the door. The bird, eying
then the penny
penny, then the cards,
as if he thought his perform-

again,

valued,

STATE OF MAINE.
February 3rd, 1903.
)xfobd, H8 :
Whereat·. Levi t. Packard, late of Oxford, In
he County of Oxford, State of Maine, In
tie lifetime conveyed by mortgagedeed to Albert
I. Welle, of Oxford. aforesaid, a certain tract or
tarcel of land together with the buildings therein, situated lu said Oxford, County and State
foresaid, bounded northerly by the County road
sailing from Oxford village to Otlsfleld Gore;
, easterly by the road leading from said Oxford
dllnne to Kant otlsfleld to the Greeley brook
)iidge; thence ui· said Greeley brook to the ol->
ireeiey IMIroad; thence on said Greeley Hill
ι •oadtothe road leading over Otlsfleld Gore,—
ueanlng hereby to couvcy the same premises
îonveyed to îsald Packard'by said Will·, Janlarrllth, A. P. 190J.
The date of said mortgage deed Is January
1th. A. I). 1902, and It Is recorded In Oxford
of Deeds, vol. 277, page 115; and add
nortgage was'duly assigned bv said Wills to
ne, the undersigned, Kebecca Moore of Abbot,
η the County of PUcstaquls, State of Maine,
1 iforesald.
And whereas the condition In said mortgage
iae been and now remains broken; now therefore, by reason of said breach of coudltlou I claim
foreclosure of catd mortgage, aud g.ve this
îotlce of my Intention.

,

F. M. Norman.
door,
Each birdcage bas a sliding
of little
and just outside this is a pack
a picture
cardcases, each containing
a dozen
and a small pot holding half

grains

FOBKCLOSUBE.

NOTICE OF

Trick Sparr*w.

ilegietry

REBECCA MOOBE.

proved.

he made good
The monster opened his Jaws
band.
wide and tried to swallow the boat,
Mr. Campbell reached
man and all.
minover with an onr and for a few
utes succeeded in keeping the whale
When it looked as though
away.
was doomed, a small boat

Campbell

hove in sight, and its occupants, no
ticing the man's perilous position,
hastened to his aid. The whale then

disappeared.

encf of the average boy. Occasionally
the precocity of genius asserts itself in
a Goethe, a Shelley or a Byron; but
speaking generally, childhood is men
tally prone to follow after the new and
the wonderful. It Is a principle the op
eration of which should not be Inter-

The number of men who fall
account of lack of courage
is enormous. The number who

way to spell equlnoniical?"
"Yes, I think it is," said the judge,
It
"but here's Webster's Dictionary.
can soon tell you."
lie triid to find the word, but gave
it up at length, and exclaimed, "Well,
sir, I've ahvays been a Daniel Webster
man, but any man who will Write a»
big a dictionary as this and not p:vt ii:
word as equinox: cal
as common a
can't get my vote for anything here-

The

Cork

amount to anything.
The men who win are the meu
who think out the right course
to pursue and then back up their
convictions with their lust penny

really

MnKiietltiiiu η AVItnem..
Brougham, while practicing at the
bar, once tried the experiment of mag
netizing an adverse witness giving evidence and succeeded in a remarkable
manner without speaking a word. Seat
lug himself immediately before the
witness, he Uxed him with Ills eye till
the poor man blushed, stammered and
Anally collapsed in nervous confusion,
probably leaving his most important
evidence unsaid.

The first goods John Wanamaker ever sold brought him
He delivered his goods
He colin a wheelbarrow.
lected the 135 and went di-

HEADQUARTERS FOR

135.

rectly to a newspaper office
and planked It down for advertising space.

Some men would have spent
$1.50 for some cheap dodgers and
"saved" the rest. They would
have been wheelbarrow mer-

and Leather

today.—Shoe

chants
Facts.

Plniifts,

If Wanamnkrr were dolnic
buniiicaH hero, lie would sdvertlac In thin jinprr.

KWV^V^^WVWWWVWWWWâ

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

I Waterfowl», X. Y.

LASSKTS

^14
Ileal

Kstate"

31, 1902.

DEC.

00
598,985 07
821,202 46
885,189 25
193,586 97

Mortgage I.oans,
Collateral Loans

Stocks and Bonds
Ca h In office and Hank,
Bills Receivable
Agents' Balances
Interest and Itents,....
All other Assets,
Gro*s assets
Deduct Items not

admitted

unpaid losses,
Unearned Premiums,

Net

Total
Capital,

Surplus

over

all

Catalogues

58,058 26

sent on

application.

Legislative Notice.

Committee on Judiciary will give a pubic
the Stat.· House In
«1,440,180 10 hearing In Its room at 1903. st *2 o'clock Γ m
00
Augusta,
Tuesday, March 3,
500,000
to the acts wliIWi
additional
No 1& On an act
617,077 68
of ilebruu
The

.....

constitute the charter of the trustees

$2,566,266 78 Academy.

surplus,

CHAS. E. T0LMAN,

Agent,

South Paris, Me.

No. 140. On an set to Incorporate the Drownlield and Williamsburg Water Co.
MORRILL N. DREW, Secretary.

Season

Sloppy

The

Ν. H.

Berlin,

$2,566,266 78
31, 1902.
t 117.677 4^
1,273,453 41

liabilities

Total liabilities and

Supplies.

12,.VI.876 89
16,510 11

LIABILITIES DEC.

(.'ash

1,869$0
212,545 45
25,12604
8,986 85

.......

Admitted assets,....

is close at hand, and we are better prepared than ever before to
line of all
keep your feet dry. We have always had a large
an endless
have
we
season
this
but
kinds of rubber goods,
are right. When
of the best
made, and the

goods
anything in the

variety

in need of

prices

line of

Footwear, Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases,
you

surely

cannot do better than to come here.

truly,

Yours

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
NORWAY,

F. W.

2. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.

SA^7v0Ru,Af:"tahrM:
Tlu Kind You Han AlvaisBouglit
w

HE

MAINE.
FAUNCE,

Salesman.

118-3.

'Phono

<*

VI -Λ()

-

(Trade Mark.)

Famous Physician

Prescription by a

A Famous

is warranted to help you if taken for ailments
If it fails to
(Mood, Liver and Kidneys, etc.

get the money you paid for it.—TRY IT.

or

diseases of the Stomach.
you bring it back and

help

"Where Knowledge Is Wisdom Lingers."
Druggists supplied with RE-VI-NO through J. E. Goold &
Cook, Everett & Pennell, or John W. Perkins & Co., Portland, Me.
Retail

Co..

ERNEST P. PARLIN, Proprietor,
PilEtCBIPTlON

Next door

to

DRUGGIST,

South

Post Office,

îSPRegistered 1S97.

PaN8, Maine.

Overcoats at Cost !

Better Trade.

For the balance of this

"I understand young Briefless is
about to marry the daughter of old
Bonds, the millionaire?"
"Yes, so I am told."
"Will he give up the law business?"
"Yes. lie will give up the law business and go Into the son-in-law business."

every

price.
heavy weight coat

$15

now
44

12.00

44

44

44

1000

44

44

44

7.50

44

44

44

44

"

Telephone

CASTOR IA

/

*

B.

Connection.

00

'3 5°

44

His Tattered Thought*.
"Sometimes." said the poet, "I have
thoughts that struggle for expression."
"And some of those you have given
to the world show evidence of the
struggle," replied tlie critic.—Chicago
Post

priced

"

u

H.

and

Overcoats

All

to Give Than

will sell you an OverWe have determined to sell

season we

coat at wholesale

ReccIve.
Uncle Iteuben says: "I kin sot down
on* gib my fellar man advice by de
hour an* feel as complacent as an old
hen about It. but de minit my feller
man begins to advise me I git all upsot
ober It an' wonder what de idiot am
talkln' 'bout."—Detroit Free Press.
It'· Better

W. H. Winchester,

and their last ounce of energy.

Tree.

July and August.

90 Exchange Si,
ΠΑΙΝΕ.
PORTLAND,

tonishing. Such men merely exist. They don't live. They never

after."

The cork tree is an evergreen oak
and in southern Europe and northern
Africa usually attains a height of thirty feet. In Spain and Portugal it 14
somewhat extensively cultivated ard is
peeled for the lirst time when from ten
to twenty years old. The lirst stripping
is not valuable and is used in the o'.d
Tl.t»
world principally for tanning.
bark grows better after each successive peeling, which is done at intervals
of from eight to twelve years. The season for stripping in Europe is during

Eastern Argus Pub.Co.,

would refuse to let go of a dollar If they knew positively that
It would bring back two Is as-

fered with as long as a boy's excursions into the realm of fiction are kept
within reasonable bounds.—Chambers'
Journal.

Stopped VotiiiK For Daniel.
Λ funny story is toid about an old
time doctor who. writing a letter, asked a judge. "Judge, isn't e-q-u-i the

or

ou

A ll other liabilities

Early Rendlite.
It may seem superfluous to say that
one cannot put old Leads on young
shoulders, yet it Is a truth of which
many parents require to he reminded
who are very anxious for their boys to
"get on" and who deplore with uplift
ed eyes their offspring's fondness of
"adventure books." That is the tend

TBRMB.

Dally Argus Is sent for SO cents per month,
♦«.00 per year In a-lvance, and $7.00 at the
end of the year, free of postage.
TIIK
Argus, INCLUDING
Th- Weekly
SATt'Ri'A Y EDITION, Is sent at these rates:—
adin
11.50
of
free
one
postage,
One copy.
year,
Clubs of
vance or ti.uo at the end of the year.
in
advance.
5, free of postage, |5.0U
The

Beginning

out

at

small amount of money.

WaauunaJier's

too.

was

WEEKLY ARGUS.

Weekly Argm will keep up Its old time
covering the
reputation as a family new»pa|>er,
attention to
m-ws or the State ami giving careful
Subscribers
its markets and ship news reports.
to the Weekly Argm are entitled to the Saturday
edition of the Dally Argus. Thls practically
makes the Weekly a semi-Weekly and gives
a
the subscriber a large volume of news for
The

Whale.

what

tapera of New England.
of
The chief Maine exponent and champion
broad In
tefferaonlan Democracy, the Argus Is
and
In character
ts views, fair In tone, clean
For these
inlveraal In Its scope of Information.
of Maine
md other reasons this old "stand-by"
Maine Interesta of
democracy and upholder of
of
ill kinds, la daily welcomed In thousands

«rest « than ever before, covering the legislative
while
l>rocre lings with full and careful reports,
rmke
ill the special features that have helped to
fam(he Argus one of the best of New England
Imily papers, will lie further developed and

Chased by a huge whale, with nothto
ing but a pair of oars with which
u
defend himself, is the story told by
fisherman, Fred Campbell of Malnawent
dieu. Cape Breton. Mr. Campbell

of

by
urther Improvement» In mechanical equipment
thus
>nd Increase of news gathering facilities,
the
nalntalnlng and strengthening the position
the leading newsIrgus has attained among

for the Argus Is, flrst of all,
deMaine newepa|>er for Maine people, and
moted to Maine Interests of every description.
will
keep Its
Throughout the coming year It
readers In closer touch with state and local In-

back ?"
"I'm not a lawyer, but I don't see
how it can be."
"All right, then; I'll have 'Im arrest
ed for usury."
"I don't see how you can make usury
out of it either."
"Why, hang it all, he used 'im, didn't
he? Yes, sir, he used 'im three or foui

use

ami
the
the

ipeclal attention,

rested.
"What will you have him arrested
for?" he was asked.
"For horse stealing, of course."
"How cal you make h<.ive stealing
out of it when lie returned tin· i;useV"
"Ain't it stealing if he brought 'im

in a small boat. lie was not very
far from land when he noticed a huge
No',
him.
aea monster approaching
Mr.
it
Campbell
encounter
to
wishiug
to
bent himself to the oars and tried
monster
get in shore before the
reached him. The whale giined on
his
him, and he soon recognized that
efforts to reach the shore ahead of his
means of de
pursuer were f-utile. Ills
feuse were not of much account, but

will

k

ping

α

a

Maine

of a few days the animal was returned,
but the native did not take a kindly
view of tbe matter and concluded to
his
have legal redress. He announced
Intention of having the offender ar

Dnttle With

year the Eastern Ann·
century of faithful, honorable
with
irogreselve service and will take rank of
elect few centenarian newsptpers
be recognize· 1
ountry. ThU event will
ound out

service
ibreast of the times. Its general news
cable
will Include the fullest telegraphic and
form all
iMpatches, presenting In well-arranged
Maine news and
he world's news of the day.
Interests, will, as heretofore, receive

ly scented.

A

Daily and Weekly.

With the coming

while the sphere of Ita Influence
deconstantly extending. In all Its varied
will be
tainments the Argus for the coming year

and
the case received from the bird,
rehands it to me to inspect. lie then
turns It to the case, accompanied by
and
the tiniest flat slip of bamboo,
shuffles the case up with the rest of the
a case,
pack. The bird descends, selects
and I open it, to lind it the identical
one containing the bamboo.
The
How can this be accounted for?
it is. in
only possible way of explaining
is slightmy mind, that tbe bamboo slip

days, an' used 'im mighty hard,
by the looks of 'im."

I803-1903.

■

descends

StralnliiK thr Unsnaer.
An amusing liberty which a native
in
of Muscle shoals took with a word
told
our language comes out in a story
bor
in the New York Times. Λ man
rowed the native's horse without stop
course
to ask permission. In the

Eastern Argus

Maine homes,

too cheaply
his
from his perch, opens the door with
from
beak, hops outside, draws a card
the pack and passes it to bis master.
of
He receives in reward one grain
rice.
The man takes tbe little picture from
ances

Λ

Customer—But that umbrella looks so
that the price
very cheap and common
you ask is ridiculous.
Dealer—That's the beauty of that
umbrella. It's made of the very best
but made to look as if it
material,

A

5.00

them

accordingly.

$11.00.
10.00.

Q.OO.

S.oo.

6.00.

3.50.
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Alta Walker was

at home ov

W. L. Farrar and wife spent Sund;
in Lewiston.

Assembly at
ing, Feb. 24.

New

Hall, Tuesday

J. H. Bean is again confined
house by illness.

cj

eve

to tl

!,

Sunday

on

v"

X. Dayton Bolster «i Co. will cloi
their store Tuesday next, Feb. 24, to tal
stock.
Miss Joan Stearns of Bethel has bet
spending a few days with her parent
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stearns.

y.

CHURCHES.

Rev· W.
ConcregHtviial Church.
Rev. W. W. Hooper of Portland assis
i>. I»., pastor. Pleaching sendees, 10
ed Rev. J. H. Little in the Universale
V and : ά> F. M.; Sunday School « *.;
f. "'( κ. at 6 r. J»·. Church prayer meeting < >n church service Sunday afternoon.
it evening at 7 :30 o'clock.
Γί
All, not oth< Γ
? oanecteilTare
cordially Invited.
The Temperance Alliance will meet i
W^.p.it Church, Rev. A. W. Pottle. Past* r· the house
of Benjamin Swett next Μ·>ι
o
morning prayer ■wdag·.9» *·
».
day evening, March 2. Everybody is ii
ling service 10:45 a.m.; Sabbath Scbo
V Κ ρ worth League Meeting, 6:15 F. «
vited to attend.
Kir·»

h;

Γ

^

kj

■

«

"un.Jay.
->

,i'ng prayer meeting 7

prayer meetli
v.· evening; class meeting, Friday evenln
ίΓ
Rev. H. S. Plnkham, Pastt
J*
,, ; .n ay.
servtce 10
a. *.. 8a bol Vi m
00 F. «
:
V>r»«r meeting
Tuesdav
retins
evening.
{••iiversellsl Chun*. Rev J. H. Uttle. i astu
y tx
lug service every Sunday at -.30 F. u.,
V* Hall. Sunday School at 3:30 v. M.
v. m

£

l&tCkuA.

^reaching

»
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STATKD MKKTISO».
M.—Paris

Lodge, No. m. Reguli
Tuesday evening on or before full
?.. » .—Mount Mica Lodge. regular mce
r
,r»'lsv evening of eacli week.—Auroi
t/ttwt and third Monday evenln»

inoo_

p|caeiint Rebekah Lodge, Ni
rt« second and fourth Fridays of eat
η Hid Fellows' Hall.
i: _\V. Κ Kimball Post. >o. 14? meet
,
thirl Saturday evenlugs of eac
in
A. R. Hall
""u Kimball Relief Corps meets dn
r! Saturday evenings of each month, 1

.·..·

u
v

Kr,

\

»

μ

H^VarH

Grange, from May 1 to Oct1
;« Hvoud and fourth Saturday .during tl>
alnder of the year, meets every Sat unlay, I

r,

^

;1
"V'

il'.V —Second

Υ

1,t''

and fourth

Monday·

ο

I'.—Stony Brook Lodge, No- 1>1
Τ .eusecond and fourth We.lues.Uy evening
k

»

*··

llamlln Lodge, No, 31, meets ever
rvcDlng at Pythian Hall.
W. h ni men of America.—South larl
! kiti7, meets second and fourth Tue«
S
In Golden Cross Hall.
w

y

iveulûg»

Mrs. Alice I'· Thayer is
in Lowell, Mass.
Κ

ν

making

a

visi

Porter has been at home from tb<
of Maine for a stay of a tew

\ :sity

;

da>s.

visiting

I la Stearns of Bethel is
her sister. Mrs. C C. Colby, at S«utl
Paris.
.s

Mr> L. B. Carter attende·! the meet
•u f The Woman's Belief Corps in Ban....r last week.
Mr and Mrs. James R. Tucker left Frir λ visit t>> friends in several place?
it >t<'U and vicinity.

.1·.'
a

M »r«»îd llebbard, who is now employ·
^
'iriij: store in Lynn, M;tss.. made
.it visit home the first of last week.
t,
Ε Morse read at a grange entertain-

\

■

i

Advertised letters in South Paris pot

There will be a sociable at Grang
Hall Wednesday evening. Ice créai
and cake will be on sale.
Admission 1
cents to all.

work at Mt. Pleasant
Kebek.tli Lodge Friday evening and
members of the degree team are asktd
to he present.
There will be

The ladies of the Relief Corps wil
dinner iu G. A. R. Hall on towi
meeting day. Tickets 20 cents. Even
Corps member is requested to brinj
food for tUe tables.

Mrs Uattie Abbi-tt of Abington. Mass.,
been visiting her brother and sister,
Newell and Mrs. J. D. Ilaynee,

! Uriel
1

f.

i-

r

the past week.

C arles A. Gray of Ashland, Mass.,
was at South l'aris a few days last week
ailed here by the sickness and death of
his brother, Carl M. Gray.
The supper and entertainment aned for last Wednesday evening at
the Methodist church was postponed
until Thursday evening of this week.
r..>um

The hearing on the South Paris muniai lighting bill, before the legal affairs
of the legislature at Augusta,
lias been reassigned fn«m \\
ι. M.
to Thursiiay, Feb. -t>, at
Feb.

XIX

ednesd^,

comes«fl

...

......

...

,,

by

Good work trousers 99c., worth
at the Blue Stores.

$1.51

oni Ή

441 4.
MfiM
41 ,v
οββ·
]Γ>ο ι*
400 Κ

#2.4'fiTC
44j 4)

balance,

The chief engineer reports only two
calls for the department during the year;
March 15th, for fire in Cole's meat
market, and April :!0th. for a slight lire
at the paint shop of the Paris Manufacturing Co. lie recommends the
purchase of a good hose carriage for
Hose Co. Xo. 1.

The International Bazaar
in about two weeks now. The first
and
night there will be a supper at
on the second night the three-act drama.
The Turn of the Tide, will be presented
by local talent.

L

w

'•Section 2. This act shall take eflec
when approved."
There will be a hearing on this befon
the legal affairs committee Wednesda;
afternoon at 2 o'clock. It is reporte»
that the assessors have consulted witl
Hon. Herbert M. Heath.
In order to save trouble and expensi
the tax payers and voters of the towi
received their copies of the town re
port in person from the hands of tlx
selectmen at the assessors' office. Hour:
of delivery 8 o'clock Friday, Fob. 20
to 0 o'clock Tuesday evening, Feb. 24.
Charles West and Percy Thompson ap
peared in the municipal court Tuesdaj
and costs amount·
and paid a fine of
in? to about $18 each for intoxication.
The E. W. Howe store, recently pur
chased by A. J. Severe, will be comfort
ably repaired and occupied by Mr,
Nevers as a store and residence.
After a service of nearly two yean
with the Eastern Telephone Co. Mrs. S.
X. Butler has resigned her position ic
the central office.
Capt. Wright Bisbee, owing to the
I asters' strike at Skowhegan, is at home
on a vacation.
is
Lawrence Leveroni
visiting his
parents in Keene, Ν. H.
Frank Shackley is slowly recovering
from a surgical operation performed Sun-

# 2Λ β·
15Λ9]
yo

lls-hts.

hereby ratified,

by

The School House Question.
Editor Democrat:
I wish to say a few words in regard to
the best method of obtaining more
school room at South Paris for the high
school scholars. Last spring at the adjourned and special town meetings to
consider this subject, the people in the
middle and northern portions of the

State

vs.

TRAGEDY

_

*

Intox,
Intox,
lntox.
lntox.
lntox.
Intox,
lntox.
lntox.
lntox.
lntox.
lntox.
lntox.
lntox.

the

power of

lntox. liquor
Intox, liquor
lntox. liquor,
lntox. liquor
lntox. liquor
lntox. liquor,
lntox. liquor
lntox. liquor,
lntox. liquor
lntox. liquor
lntox. liquor,
Intox, liquor
lntox. liquor
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
Claud Kelley
Martin Turnay

crat :

GBAMMAIt

The following
oue-half day;
Cly<le Hebbanl,
LouU Clark,
Ha/el K'lwapU,

were

Maine News Notes.

Died.

Barnes.

i

Superintendent of Schools—John A. Roberts.

SCHOOL.

pupils

TruantOllicer—Geo W. I.ocke.
Trustees
Norway 1'ubllc Library—E. F.
Smith. W C. I.eavltt.
Road Commissioners—Cha«. E. Freeman,
Anson J. Mlllett, Harlan S. Flint.

Treasurer—Henry .T. Rangs.
Town Agent—las O. Crooker.
Superintending School Committee—Chas. 1*.

not absent

Carroll Poten,
Carleton Berry,
Helen Holman,
G» orge Clark,
Joeeehlne Walilron,
Carl Koblnaou,

liquor,
liquor
Hquor

lntox.
lntox.
lntox.
lntox.
lntox.
lntox
lntox.
Intox,
Intox,
Intox,

liquor
liquor
liquor,
liquor,
liquor,
liquor,
liquor

Intox,

liquor,

Muse
M une
Muse

Margaret
Margaret
Margaret
Edtraid Klnnlgan,
Intox. liquor,
lntox. liquor,
lntox. liquor
lntox. liquor,
lntox. liquor
lntox. liquor
lntox. liquor
lntox liquor
John Uri-nvtan,
James ΓΊχοη
Patrick lllgglns,
lntox.
lntox.
lntox.
lntox.
lntox.
lntox.
Intox,
lntox.
lntox.

8^3
3.1

7 4^
8 42
9 00
4 40
4 40
4 40
4 40
4 40
4 5;.
4 40
4 87
4 60
< 42

liquor

liquor
liquor,

liquor,

liquor
liquor,
liquor,
liquor,

liquor,

Ilenry Ttbbctts,
BEFORE

state

ye.

$ 13 04

Geo. W. Morey
Alfreil Bonho?er

8 90
11 no
11 20
14 20
15 09
13 02
» 90
1118

Malthin Henthereer,
Dunbar,

Joseph Nlles
Bert M. Tripp

Fred Parrance
Carl Sehrazer
Eilwanl St. Peter,

BEFORE MKKKITT PARSONS, TRIAL
BUCKFIELl).
V9 Geo. F. McKenney,
Geo. F. McKenney
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor

JUSTICE,

State

State

vs.

ve.

.Toe Poland
•J. B. Twaddle,
John Ketes,
Michael Carney
Timothy Holthan
Martin Turney

K<tward Flnnlgan
Erneet Flnnlgan
l.anerls Coll/nan,
Lanerls Colignan,
Fred Parrance,
George Coffren,

John Brennan
James Plxon
James Barchard,
Jamee Dunbar,

Joseph Niles,
Frank Roy,

Jamee llarnev
Martin Henthereer,
Carl Sehrazer
Alfred Bonhoser,
Joe Sheridan,
Fred Kueeell,

«

1 74
1 "4
10 31
7 61
62
9 85
9 85
10 9ft
14 54
10 70
10 70
62
1 74
12 25
12 9ft
10 70
7 41
1 74
1 74
9 4ft
10 70
174
174
1 74
12 35
860
10 99
8 60

Henry Tlbbette,
Dan Daniun,
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
Treaeurer of Oxford County.

In South 1'arls, Feb. 16, Carlton M.Gray, aged
Humors of the sale of the Washington
23 years.
County Railroad are in the air, but the In
Milton Plantation, Feb. 4. Calvin Abbott.
Maine Central Railroad, the most likely
In Kethel, Feb. 15, J. F. Htpgood, aged 76
OF KEW YORK.
purchaser, denies any remote intention years.
In Portland, Feb. 14, Elizabeth, wife of Charles
in that direction.
11
63
of
a
native
years,
Paris,
aged
F. Moullon,
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1902.
months
SHIBTI.EFF INTERMEDIATE.
$ 15,000 00
Heal Estate
At a Rockland wedding, the other day,
In Denmark, Feb. lit, Lester Warren.
13,000(10
Loans,
Mortgage
absent
not
wore
matrimonial
fourth
The following pupils
it was the groom's
In Pari», Feb. 21, William G. Hammond, aged
H,667,826 (Ό
and
Stocks
Bonde,.
one-half day :
40
venture, and as he is a young man of 72 years.
685,011
("ash In Ofllce and Bank
A.
Mrs.
Barrell,
Feb.
In Kuckfleld,
15,
Mary
735,200 9ft
Kenneth Wltham,
Marian Hall,
Agents' Balancée,
only 56 years he may not yet have reached aged ta years
38,845 98
Inteicet and Rente.....................
Clinton McKeen,
llutli HIoimI,
Mr.
and
of
Infant
Feb
the limit. The bride was 27 and it was
daughter
In Paris,
22,
176,519 31
Uncollected Premiums,....
Ktlille Lowell,
Myrtle ChlM,
Mrs. Κ. M. Greeley, aged 5 weeks.
her second marriage.
Norrle Newell,
Beryl h rchlll,
64
Gross
$10,331.403
Walter
Asset1»,
I'ruii,
Howe,
Henry
It has been learned that two young
12,226 88
Deduct Items not admitted,
Leroy Wlttaam.
PROBATE NOTICES.
men of Deer Isle, Theodore Scott and
Earle Clifford, Irving Barrows, Eugene
Admitted Assets,
(10,319,17676
Samuel Scott, Jr., each about twenty- To all jtersons Interested In either of the estates
Lowell ami Clifford Cash were absent
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 190-2.
hereinafter named :
one years of age, were drowned in Peone-half day only.
At a Probate Court held at Parle, In and Net
513,242 68
nobscot Bay, somewhere in the neigh- for
unpaid loescs,..............
the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday
Mebtie G. Walkeb, Teachek.
3,715,225 74
Unearned Premiums,
| borhood of Eagle Island, some ten day* of Feb., In the yearofour Lord one thousand nln'c All other liabilities,
40
394,827
hundred and three, the following matter having
since.
Fire at Mxfield.
iicen presented for the action thereupon herein
88
Total
$
4,623,295
Mrs. Helen C. Nagle of Bath died Fri- after indicated, it Is hereby Okdekkd :
Ι,οοο,οοο mi
Cash Capital
That notice thereof be given to all persons in.
of 106 years.
over all liabilities,....
4,695,889 8s
Surplus
be
to
STABLE DESTBOYED, DBL'Q stobe and day, at the reputed age
this
order
of
a
tcrested, by causing copy
She was called the oldest woman in published three weeks successively In the Ox
Total liabilities and surplus
#10,319,176 711
DWELLING DAMAGED.
published at Soutli
Maine, and undoubtedly was if the lig- ford Democrat, a newspaper
In said County, that they may appear at »
I'arls,
naa
was
She
ures given are correct.
W. Wheeler &.
Probate Court to be held at sMd Paris, on th<
At about 11 o'clock A. M. Friday, the tive of Ireland, but bad been in this I third Tuesday of March, A. D. 1903, at nine of thi
South Paris, Maine.
-look In the forenoon, and be heard thereon II
stable of Chester Durell in Dixtield vil- country eighty years.
ihey see cause:
lage was discovered to be on tire.
of the "Bangor plan"
The
"busting"
LEMUEL GURNEY. late of Hebron, de
This stable stood back of James P.
has resulted in the payment of $30,00C ceased. Will and petition for probate ihcrcol
Johnston's drug store. A shed tilled
the Penobscot County liquoi presented by Livonia J. Gurncy, the executrii
fines
in
by
nearly all the space between the stable dealers at the February term of court, therein Darned.
and store and not more than twenty feet
HARRISON TUTTLE, late of Kuckfleld, dc
and Judge Spear made it distinctly
for probate thercol
I from the store stands the T. J. Cox understood
that as far as he was con ceased. Will and pelltio"
AUSTIN
and for th· appointment of Vesta G. Tuttle ai
house.
cerned a second conviction meant a jai
administratrix with the will annexed, presenter
The stable and shed were completely
widow.
G.
Vesta
Tuttle,
cald
sentence.
by
t
burned. Mr. Johnston's store was parWILL BE AT
CLARINDA M HOOPER, late of Kuckfleld
Fire in the county jail at Augusta
tially destroyed and that unburned
t'etltlon for order to distribute bal
deceased,
roof
dam
and
The
the
and
water.
off
heat
much
burned
Elm House, Norway, Thursday, March 19,
by
Thursday,
damaged
ance remaining in hi· hands and final accouni
Ofllce Hours: 10.30 A- M. to 8 P. M.
badly and con- aged the interior, causing a loss of about presented for allowance by Virgil P. DeCoster
I Cox house was scorched
siderable damage done to the interior by •$4,500. The prisoners, of whom then executor.
Eye· Examined Free.
deceased
of
Paris,
LIVONIA KNIGHT, late
water. It was only by great effort and were about 50, were taken in an electrii
NOTICE.
inherit
of
collateral
ditermination
for
Petition
cared
will
be
was
car to the police station and
extremely good luck that the tire
ance tax
by Hudson Knight, admlnls
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he hai
confined to the buildings burned and for there until temporary arrangement! I trator andpresented
h?ir.
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
damaged. It is supposed the lire started are made by the county.
KKKNR, late of Kuckfleld, de
MONROE BOYNTON, late of Hiram,
I LORANA
near a stove in the stable.
ceased. Final account presented for allowance , In the
County of Oxford, deceased, and giver
Sheriff Cummings' liquor deputiei I by Alfred Cole, executor.
All peaeons having
as the law directe.
bonds
About Oxford County People.
made their most sensational raid up t(
LEON ARD HARDY, late of Paris, deceased demands against the estate of said deceased an
date on Thursday, when they descender Final account presented for allowance, also petl desired to present the same for settlement, am
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
a number of club rooms, including
tltlon for determination of collateral inherltauci
A petition in bankruptcy has been upon
mont immediately.
tax presented by James S. Wright, administra
which occupies elegan
Elks
the
Club,
JOHN B. PIKE.
Feb. 17th. 1903.
tiled by Jarvis M. Doble, South Paris.
tor.
quarters on Lisbon Street, and lias s
late of Paris, deceased
NOTICE.
KNIGHT,
HORACE
Mexico
of
over
John L. Howard
300, including man]
(Ridlon- membership of
Petition for determination of collateral Inherit
The subscrller hereby gives notice that hi
ville) has been nominated trial justicc of the most prominent people of tbi ance tax presented by Hudson Knight, admin hae
been duly appointed administrator of thi
Governor Hill.
The steward of the club was ar
.................

....

.............

........

j

J.

DR.

Co,, Agents,

TENNEY,

OCULIST,

I

I

I by

The standing of the votes on Universalist Phebe are as follows:
Nettle Newell
I II Inn Power»

835
2<!
20:
10i
(
(

Josephine Dean
Ethel Barrows,
1 Ruth Karrmr,
Bernlce Walker,
The contestants are holding back votes
It will make the contest much mor<
interesting if they will send insomeoacl
week.

I

Androscoggin has at least 132 peopli
who were made happy during 190*2, a
least, there were θβ divorces during th< )

year.

I

Have you seen the new soft shirts witl
two collars for 38c., worth 50c., at tb ,
Blue Store?

I

Bargains in winter underwear at F. Η
Noyes Co.'s; 50c. grades 38c.
$10 buys

I Co.

a

$14 fur coat at F. H. Noye

city.
rested.

I Utrator.

It is understood the committee on inland fisheries and game has informal!;
agreed upon a new draft of the hunters
license law, making a $15 license fo
non-residents to shoot big game, allow
ing firearms to be taken into the will
lands and placing no license upon shoot

I

ing birds.

State of Ohio, Citt or Toledo, I 8 8
i
Lucas county.
Fkank.J. chunky mxkeeoath that heletb
senior partner or the Arm of F. J. Cheney & c<
doing business In the CUy of Toledo, Count
and State aforesaid, and that said Arm will pa
the sum of one hundred dollars for eac
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cure
by the use of Hall's Catabkh Cuke.
Frank J. Cheney.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In m
A. D. 1886.
of
December,
this 0th day
_

presence,
SEAL

W. Gleason,
Notary Public

A.

Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally and ac
<
directly on th« blood and mucoue surfaces
the system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHKNKr & CO.. Toledo, <
β*Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
»

JOHN M. STEVENS, l»te of Canton,
Final account presented for allowance

P. Swasty, admlni«trator.
ADDISON E. HERIUCK, Judge of said Court
A true

estate of

deceased
by Join

■

copy—Attest:

ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF OXFORD.
Supreme Judlcla 1
Court, In equity. Htch Gilbert vs. Moue 1
Marie Mineral Company.
THIS IS TO GIVE NOTICE that at tw
o'clock In the afternoon cn Wednesday, Apr 1
1st, 19U3, at the Court House In South Pnrli {
Maine, the undersigned, receiver of the sal
Mount Marie Mineral Company, will sell
public auction, pursuant to the order of th s
Honorable A. R. Savage, a Justice of said conr
the mining plant and lot of land at Paris, Malm
formerly owned by «aid Mount Marie Mlnert
a steam drill, and a
Company, together with
tools ana household furniture formerly belongln S
to said Company.
A detailed description of the real estate an
<
personal property may be seen at the officetlm e
Wilson & Gray, South Paris. Maine, at any
Information as I 0
full
and
said
i-ale.
to
previous
the terms of sale will also be furnished upon a|
plication at said office.
ALBERT U. PARK, Receiver
Mount Marie Mineral Co.
South Paris, Feb. 21st, 1903.

'·

A V OS BLA 7,0, late of Porter,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and glvei
bonds as the law directs. All persons havlnj
demands arainst the estate of said deceased an
desired to present the saine for settlement, ant
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
SAMUEL C. BLAZO.
Feb. 17th, 1903.

NOTICE.
subscriber hereby gives notice that he hai
duly appointed administrator of thi
of
JANE E. LUNT, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and glvei
bonds as the law directs. All persons havlni
demands against the estate of said deceased ar
desired to present the same for settlement, an<
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
EDWARD B. LUNT.
17th, 1903.

The
been
estate

Çeb.

NOTICE.
The aubscriber hereby gives notice that b
has been duly appointed executor of the lac
will and testament of
L> CIUS C. BATHS, late of Sumner,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and give
All persons havtn
bon. s as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased ar
desired to present the same for settlement, an
all Indebted thereto are requested to make paj
ment Immediately.
LEW 18 C. BATES.
Feb. 17th, 1908.

FLANNELETTE

—

grade

I

Telephone 112·].

Perhaps your boy

because you did not
You cannot afford to wait longer because

We have marked all
Here

$7.50 Suits
6.50
5.00
4.00
3.00

φ 927,727 4Ϊ
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1902.
Vet Unpaid Losses,
Φ 10,«02 41
277,425 ft!
"Jnearned Premiums,
10,623 0J
II other Liabilities
$ 298,651 34
loo.ooooc

529,078 13
Agent, Kryeburg.

SOUTH
F. A.

claims,..

unpaid

losses and

t 120,086 68

.........

It will get rid of any corn—big or little, hard
Don't suffer.
TRY IT.
or new.
tough, sound feet. Money back if it fails.

PARKER'S
BALSAM

HAIR

Clean»» and bMtmftM U« halt,
luxuri«u» frowlh.
l'roinoiei
Never Fall· to He«tore Oray
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Cur·· κ*1ρ diwaM· * hilr fallisc.

4Uc^ao<^UX>aM)TVfgjM

BANK

LOST.

BOOKS

Whereas, Owen It. Davie and Leola O. Davis
have notllleil me in writing that their Rooks of
the
Deposit Numbereil 4924 and Mill Issued by ami
South Paris Savings Rank, have been lost
De·
Rooks
of
that they desire to nave duplicate
that
posit l-sued to them, notice le hereby given
such duplicate books will be Issued unless the
original books arc presented to me within the
six months allowed by statute.
UEORUE M. AT WOOD, Treasurer
of South Paris Savings Rank.
South Paris, Me., Feb. 4, 1903.

Committee

Hearing,

The Committee on Interior Waters will give a
public bearing in Its room at the State House In
Augusta, Thursday, February 20, 11)03, at 3 P. M.,
on an act to prevent obstruction to navigation in
Songo river.
By order of the Committee,
VARNEY A. PUTNAM,

Bankrupt's

Secretory.

Petition for Discharge.

\
In the matter of
Clarence P. Voter and Ar |
TIMD8 W Wino, late
nereln trade at Rumford, In!,
oxford County, under iirni
name of Voter À Wing, as
partners and Individuals,

co-part-J

f,n

co-1

Bankrupts.

nonknmtrv
ua"ruP«y·

A. SHURTLEFF

F.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

HARVARD COUGH BALSAM

CLARENCE

not

will'cure your

satisfactory.

Uncharge.
Dated this 29th day of January, A. D. 1903.
CLARENCE P. VOTER, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.

District of Maine, es.
On this 7th day of Feb., A. D. 1903, on read'
ing the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
of Feb., A. D
upon the same on the 27th day
1903, before said Court at Portland, In said Die
the
in
forenoon; and thai
trlct, at 10 o'clock
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Dem
in
said District, and
a
ocrât, newspaper
that all known creditors, and other persons it
Interest, may appear at the said time and place
and show cause, if an ν thev have, why the pray
er of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, Thai
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred
itors copies of said petition and this order, ad
dressed to them at tlielr places of residence tu

printed

stated.

Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
land, In said District, on the 7th day of Feb.
A. D. 1903.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
L. β.]
V true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest :-A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.

Bankrupt's

in the matter of

Petition for

WILLIAM McMillan,

Bankrupt.

)

(

)

Discharge.
In Bankruptcy

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Die
trlct Court of the United States for the Dlstric
of Maine:
MCMILLAN, of Canton, In th<
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, It
said District, respectfully represents that on tbi
'20th day of September, last past, be wu dul;
ail judged bankrupt under the Acta of Coo
has dul;
gress relating to Bankruptcy ; that be
surrendered all his property and rights ο
property, and has fully complied with all tbi
requirements of aald Acts and of the orders ο
Court touching hi· bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That be may be decreei
by the Court to have a full discharge from al
debts provable against hie estate, under salt
Bankrupt Acts, except such debts as ar
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 6th day of Feb., A. D. 1903.

WILLIAM

WILLIAM MCMILLAN.
Bankrupt
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District of Maine, es.
On this 7th day of Feb A. D. 1903, on read
tng the foregoing petition, It toOrdered by the Court, That a hearing be h*
Ε
upon the same on the '27th day of Feb., Α.
1ϋ03, before said Court at Portland, In said Dla
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that nc
lice thereor be published In the Oxford Demc
crat, a newspaper printed in said District, an
that all known creditors, and other persona I
interest, may appear at the said time and pl*c«
ami show cause, If any they have, why tb
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted
And It to farther ordered by the Coert, Τ ha
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cret
Itors copies of said petition and thto order, ac
dressed to them at their places of residence a
stated.

Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judg
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at for
land. In said District, on the 7th day of Feb
A. D. 1902.

DAVI8, Clerk,

B.)
fctrue
copy of petition and order thereon.
Clerk
A.
A. H.

L.

Attest :

H.DAVIS,

Your

cough.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

To Take Stock.
Next week watch for announcement of
in

Carpet and

New

Goods

Wall

Paper Department.

Bolster & Co.,

Dayton

N.

our

Square,

Mark.ot

88

MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

"Γ February Sale
Plummer's.

at J. F.

These

Ferbuary Bargains

Men's Suits

are

only possible

Whether there
below

are

to 3.75.

$7.50

Men's Overcoats
to

$5.00

Worth

Boys' Suits $1.95

Many lines

at our

$3.98,4.50,7.50,10.00.

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays, That ho may be de
jrecd by the Court to have a full discharge from
all debts provable against his estate and the
estate of the late co-partnership of Voter Λ
Wing under said bankrupt Acts, except sucii
iebts as are excepted by law from suet

CO.,

&

Our Store will close Tuesday, Feb. 34,

_

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, .fudge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine :
p. VOTER, late of the firm o!
Voter A Wing, of Rumford, tn the County
of Oxford, and State of Maine, In said District,
respectfully represents, that on the 27th day of
December, last past, he was duly adjudged
bankrupt as individual and co-partner under
the Act· of Congress relating to Rankruptcy;
that he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, ami all the property
hat
rights and credits of said co-partnership, andsaid
fully complleiVVrlth ail the requirements of
Acts and of the orders of Court touching hit

soft,

Have

At the Pharmacy of

SHURTLEFF & CO.

Oi'Kord, Maine, Feb. 4,1903.
In consideration of twenty-five dollars, to be
paid tn Installments of tire dollars per month, I
give to llarrold P. .Johnson the time durlnfc the
I shall
rest of his minority, to act for himself.
iJ'iy no bills of hie contracting nor claim any of
his earnings after this Mate.
THOMAS A. JOHNSON.
Witness—Eugene r. Bryant.

or

Bottle,

Oonts

IO

1,401,932 30

NOTICE.

FREEDOM

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

old

1,522 018 98
775,903 36 F. A.

South Paris, Maine.

CO.,

NORWAY.

& CO.

money back if

Co., Agents,

W. J. Wheeler &

at

selling

we are

Bert's Corn Cure Does the Work !

of Torono, Canada.

Amount required to safely re-Insure
all outstanding risks,
Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus,-Surplus beyond liabilities

$6.oo.

$2, $2.50.

PARIS.

SHjURTLEFF

WESTERN ASSURANCE CO,,

Set amount of

season.

$5·<Χ>·
$4, $4.25» $4·5°·
$3· $3·*5·

Ι

NOYES

H.

F.

ANNUAL 8ΤΑΤΚΜΕΝΓ OK TIIK

Aggregate assets at their actual
value
|2,297,9» 34
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1902.

Reefer

or

this

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING NOW.

UNITED STATES BRANCH OF THE

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1902.
$1,β5β,2β8 B0
Stocks and Bonds, market value
174,343 57
Cash in Offlce ami Bank.
419,924 67
I'remtume In due course of collection,
Bills Receivable
25,385 60
Mortgagee,.............20,000 00

buy

a new one

Down.

Way

are some of the prices:—
and Overcoats now
and Overcoats now
and Reefers now
and Reefers now
and Reefers now

Cheaper grades same proportion.
Men's Work Coats, Ulsters, Reefers
Wholesale Prices.

............

all Liabilities,
A. P. LEWIS,

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

to

Boys' Suits, Overcoats,

our

and Reefers

Suit, Overcoat,

his old

wearing

has been

feel that you could afford

of Salem, Mas·.

Ad ml'ted Assets

Boys !

Good News for the

MUTUAL FIRE IMS. CO

31, 1902.
I Ileal Estate, Mortgage Loans, Stocke
and Bonde, Cadi, Agents' Balances,
Φ 932,727 4"
Interest, Kent, etc
Deduct Items not admitted,
5,000 0(

over

MAI ΒΓΕΙ.

BLUE STORE8.

ASSETS DEC.

Surplus

$1.25

now

91.19.

NORWAY,

by

Total
Cash Capital,

now

FORECLOSURE.

Whereas, Mandevllle Hall of Peru, In tli
hi
County of Oxford and State of Maine,
mortgage deed, dnted the 29th day of Marcn, A
D. 18§7, and recorded In the Oxford Registry c
Deeds, book 223, page 496, conveyed to the sout
Paris Savings BHnk a certain lot or parcel c
real estate situated In said Peru, and bonndc
a· follows : The westerly half of Lot No. 5, 1
Itange 1, In Lunt's Lower Tract, beginning at
small spotted hemlock tree on the south bank η
the Androscoggin river; thence southerly on
line parallel with the lot Une to a stike standln
near the easterly end of a stone wall and 123 rod
from said river; thence westerly along said wal
12 rods and 8 links to a stake; thcnce southed
on line parallel with said lot line to the soutl
line of said lot to a point where the fence dlvlil
lng Lot 5 In Range 2 Intersects said lot line
thence westerlv along said lot line to the eo"th
westerly corner of said lot; thence northerl;
along said lot Une to the north westerly corne
of said lot; thence easterly along said lot line
point of lieglnnlng. llelng the nomestead farn
of said Mandevllle Hall, and containing 5
acres, more or less.
And, whereas, the condition of said mortgagi
lias been broken, now therefore, bv reason ο
the breach of the condition thereof, the Soutl
I'arls Savings Hank claims a foreclosure of sal'
mortgage.
SOUTH PARIS SAVINGS BANK,
ϋκοκίίκ M. Atwood, Treas.
South Parts, Malm:, Feb. 14,1903.

IIIOLYOKE

WRAPPERS, $1 grade

98c, $1.50 grade

THOMAS SMILEY,

Thursday, March 12,1903, at 3 p.m. On an ai
Incorporate the Androscoggin Log Drlvln
Company.
VAKNEY A. PUTNAM, Secretary.
NOTICE OF

now

Several Styles in Mercerized Sateen Skirts Marked Down.

ment Co.

22 58
6 99
8 81
β 99

$

Edwanl St. I'eter
Geo. W. Morey,

Legal Affaire will give

to

ALBERT

MITT1MU88E8.

State

left from last summer. We want to close tbem out before
the new ones arrive; sizes 30, 38, 40, 42; percale, 39ct
gingham, 40c.

The Commltee ton Interior Waters will give
public hearing In Its room at the State House I
Augusta, Thursday, M p. re h 12, 1903, at 3 P. !
On an act to Incorporate the Ellis River Imple-

$ 4 00

BENNETT, TRIAL JUSTICE,
OILEAD.
.lumen A. Barchard,
$ 1134
1" 45
Henry M. Of good,

BEFORE

CAPES, in blue and black.
WORSTED WAISTS, many styles and colors, sizes 38, 40, 42,
from 63c up
COLORED COTTON WAISTS. These are some that were

room

Legislative Notice.

NORWAY MUNICIPAL COURT,
H. C. IiAVIS, JUDGE.
NORWAY.

•lames

Newry,

Myron Karnum,
Kvle Henley,
Llunle Dean,
Mae Davie.
Percy 1'urner,
Morton and
Helen Barnes, Rizpah
Robert Oleson were absent one day only.
Eva E. Walker, Teacheb.

9 6!
8 61
9 61
9 6.
9 6S
9®
9 6!!
9 6S
8 73
8.3
8 73
8 73
8 73
8*3
8 7·»
8.3
8.·»
8 73
8 61
8 61
8 61
8 61
8 61
18 38
20 30
6 Ij,
96.
8 73
8 61
8 73
8.3
8 <3
8 61

Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor,

I

L. .Mille».

8^

8*
8 71
8 71
8 71
8 71
7 4)
86
8 7!
8 7·
8 .!
8 7!
9®
7 5;
82-

lntox. liquor,
lntox. liquor
Intox, liquor
lntox. liquor
lntox. liquor,
lntox. liquor,
lntox. liquor
lntox. liquor
lntox. liquor,
lntox. liquor,
lntox. liquor

foreseeing

Mr. Pearl I'arker of Hethcl and
In
Miss Sena Llttlehale of Newry.
In Denmark, Feb. U, Mr. T. Lake and Miss
k'rsta Smith.
In Newrr, Feb. 14, by Kev W. II. Congdon,
Mr. Ivan L. Stowe and Mies Lenna G. D. Long,
both of Newry.
In Portland, Jan. 26. by Rev. J. K. Wilson, D.
!>., Mr. Archie G. Kicker and Miss Harriet Helen
Dunn, both or Kumford Falls.
In Bethel. Feb. 14, by Kev. F. E. Karton, Mr.
George II. Swan of Kethel, and 51lss Llnnlc M.
Kced of Greenwood.

J

lntox. liquor
lntox. liquor

|

Chairman—Hon. J. A. Roberts.
Selectmen—Albert.!. Stearns, Κ. E. Witt, Frank

10 3
96
9G
8£
8ϊ
86
9i
86
49
13 0
9
87
87
87
87
82
87
87
87
8 7
87

Michael Carney,
Iutox. liquor,

'*

The Schools.
The village schools in South Paris, except the high school, closed Friday. The
following report» regarding the attendance have been given to the Demo-

liquor,
liquor,
liquor
liquor
liquor
liquor
liquor,
liquor,
liquor
liquor,
liquor
liquor,

liquor
liquor,
lntox. liquor

'events. This would destroy hope. A
knowledge of the future would unmake
happiness. There are, of course, some
! things about the future we do know.
If,
for instance, a lack of energy, ambition,
shows itself we
I and loss of appetite
I know it will be followed by serious com·

Often Liver and
not checked.
j plaints if
I Kidney trouble follow quickly. In any
1
event Electric Bitters will restore you to
! health. It strengthens, builds up and
invigorates rundown systems. Only 50c.
town, myself among them, generally
Satisfaction guaranteed by F. A. Shurtfavored the plan presented by S. P.
i leff A Co., South Paris; Noyes Drug
Maxim of enlarging the brick school
A few articles not usually found in Store, Norway.
house to obtain the necessary additional
the annual town meeting warrant
room: but this plan did not seem to find
arj^:
NEARLY FORFEITS IIIS LIFE.
Art. 22 "To sec If the t>wn will vote to rclmfavor with the people of the village, and
bu r«e the overseer» of the poor for the year lutr.
A runaway almost ending
fatally,
of
the
was consquently defeated. .Most
In the sum or three hundred antl twenty-live dol
a horrible ulcer on the leg of J.
they paid In eettt- started
people at the south end. or at least quite lars that hoi η β the amount RuBsell
For four
i ami \ era B. Orner, Franklin Grove, 111.
ment of the nuits begun by
a majority, favored the idea of a new
Merrill
years it defied all doctors and all reiueschool building on Pine Street, to be
■\ rt 21. "To sec what sum of money the town
erected at a cost not exceeding $<>000 for will grant ami raise for the· observance of « dies. Bucklen's Arnica Salvo had no
trouble to cure him. Equally good for
the building and lot, for the use of the Memorial Dav by the Spanish War \ eterans.
Art 24. "to see If the town will vote to move Burns, Bruises, Skin Eruptions and Piles.
the
to
*
preschool,
plan
according
high
the school liome In the So'lom
K'
sented by the school board and special the junction of the l· rost Hill road with the oui 25c. at F. A. Shurtleff <fc Co.'e, Soutli
committee selected to act with them. couiitv road an·! mnlntaln a schoo therein
I Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
Art! 112. "To see If the town will Instruct its
Now I think the voters all over town
school committee to maintain
superintending
an- perfectly willing that the people at schools for the ensuing year In the ^ aggcr,
MYSTERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCE,
South Paris should have good school Krost Hill ami Pike Hill neighborhoods or In any
One was pale and sallow and the other
of them."
school
of
facilities and a proper amount
fresh and rosy. Whence the difference?
Mrs. John A. Harding of Warner, I
room, but they wish to procure the same
with health uses
the She who is blushing
attend
to
here
called
was
X.
the
increase
not
H.,
and
cost
at a reasonable
New Life Pills to maintain it.
Antoinette Dr. King's
Mrs.
her
of
funeral
is
aunt,
than
more
debt
town
necessary,
any
By gently arousing the lazy organs they
as all debts have to be paid, and in a case Crockett.
and head off conThe London, England, Bioscope Co. compel good digestion
like this a large sura in interest besides,
stipation. Try them. Only 25c. at F.
were billed for an entertainment at the
so it behooves us to be as economical as
Λ. Shurtleff & Co.'e, South
Paris;
J Opera House Thursday evening.
possible.
Drug Store. Norway.
Clarence B. Pike of Livermore Falls, Noyce
ι ne wruer wrui iu musc wnu iuccit
this place, was in town this
This will Interest Mother·.
ings determined to support the Maxim formerly of
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children,
plan; but un hearing the arguments pro week. annual town
a
Cure
Fever
is
Ishness, Hail Stomach, Teething
The
pamphlet
report
ami con, if he could have been assured
fiscal year Disorders, lircak up Colds, move and regulate
that the building on Pine Street could of about sixty pages. The
the Bowel- and Destroy Worm*. They never fail.
valua- ()ver 30,000 testimonials. At all druggists, 25c.
and would be erected at a cost not ex- ends Jan. 81, '03. Total property
Not Sample mailed FREE. Address Allen S. Olmceeding ?»»000 he would have supported : tion $1,206,283.00. Polls taxed 763.
Poll tax $2.50. Property sted, l.e Hoy, Ν. Y.
that plan instead; and I think frum hear- taxed 104.
Shake Into Yonr Shorn
ing a number of gentlemen express the rate $21 per thousand dollars.
Allen's Foot-Base. It rests the feet. Cures Corns,
same views, that the new building on j Assessments for vear and total amount
Kir
i27.240.ii7
committed
collection,
Nails, Swollen and SweatISunlons,
Ingrowing
Pine Street would have been voted by Total abatements allowed,
'.44.84
ing feet. At all druggists ami shoe stores, 25c.
the town then. And now, as this same
Ask
to
day.
Poor on farm Jan. 31, '03, six, one livmatter has come up again, if our South
died since then.
Paris friends can assure us that a new ing
Born.
$ 316.47
farm,
lialance
hisîh school building shall not exceed Towu's agnln«t
,V>0.H9
poor away from farm.
?*>(ΚΗ) in cost, or perhaps even SSOOO, we Or<ler§ d'awn for year. Non. 0705 to 7396
In Kumford Falls, Feb. 13, to the wife of W.
25,21!· 61
Inclusive amounting to
think the voters of the town of Paris
535 00 G. Turner, a son.
on town debt.
I
rtercst
paid
but
it
to
them;
In Frycliurg, Feb. 14, to the wife of William
will be willing to grant
NiO.iK)
Kecelved from state on state roail,
a son.
we think the last named sum should be
1,6'.#> 14 Gammon,
onicer*' salariée paid,
In Kethel, Feb. 14, to the wife of Pr. G. L.
12,«50.05
the limit of cost, and not be increased in Liabilities of town.
Sturdtvant, a daughter— Dorothea Palmer.
12,258.63
of town,
In Fryeburg, Feb., to the wife of Wlll[Gamthe least, as that will increase our debt {{ ■sources
591 42
Italance against town,
mon, a son.
to nearly $23,000, according to the abat the
held
caucus
At
the
Republican
stract of town report as printed in the
House Saturday afternoon the
Democrat, which states the liabilities as 0|>era
Married.
following nominations were made for
Ε. E. Field.
being $14,892.50.
the various town offices:

11J
11 '<

liquor

Several other prices.

Notice.

at the State House
Thursday, Feb. 2
On
125.
an act In relation
No.
at
2
p.m.
1903,
the South Parle Village Corporation and
establish a system of Municipal Lighting.
JOHN W. MAN80N, Secretary.

4j

4 >
44
8
Ui

on

Augusta,—re-a«slgnment

7!
8<
6(
8.
θ!
8t
4
44

lntox.
lntox.

MOST FATAL GIFT

The Committee

public hearing In Its

10]
71

Call and see what good values you can get for a little money.
Several styles in black, gray, .and castor Coats, abort and
three quarters length, satin lined, regular price, 110; now 95.

K. Chase, So. Paris
Legislative

9<

lntox. liquor,

AVERTED.

[J.

7

7<

Half Prloo.

and Woolen Walata at

[Jacket·, Cape·,

Eggs,
Strong Co

uc.

sets, 25c.

81
8
*
7:
7!
7!
6'

Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor
lntox. liquor
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor
John Carlan,
Intox, liquor

"Just in the nick of time our little bo;
saved" writes Mrs. W. Watkins ο Γ
Pleasant City, Ohio. "Pneumonia ha( I
played sad havoc with him and a terribli
cough set in besides. Doctors treate< I
him, but he grew worse every day. A
length we tried Dr. King's New Dis
covery for Consumption, and our darling ;
He's now sound and well
was saved.
Everybody ought to know, it's the onlj
and ai
sure cure for Coughs, Colds
Lung diseases. Guaranteed by F. A
ShurtlefF A Co., South Paris; Noyei
Drug Store, Norway. Price 50 centi
and $1.00. Trial Bottles free.

Would be

$

Peter Mancus
John LeClalr,
Fred LeClalr
Intox liquor,
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor

was

A

Andrew Crolx
Arthur St. I'lere
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor
Intox· liquor
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
John Donovan

Agnes Glrar<l,

A current newspaper item says tha t
"There has been a craze on Long Islan
for pennies of the year 1002." Probabl; r
means cents, as pennies are English coin*
Somehow that word cent seems to b
offensive to many American ears. I f
that is the case, why not call them ku
pecks? That would be just as correct a
to call them pennies, and would mud 1
more nearly represent the value of them

forty

io-qt. Sap Pails,

BEFORE RUMFORD FALLS MUNICIPAL" COU R1
O. WILL % Kl> JOHNSON. JUDGE,
RUMFORD FALLR.

Here and There.

made valid.

#2,888 11

tains only articles relating to the régulai
annual business—not an article outside
of the routine.

»

five brothers and two sisters, and his r
mains were borue by his four brothe
older than himself.

î.

Cash

Village Corporation occurs on Tuesday
evening, March 11. The warrant con-

....

$2.8881:

Temporary loan,
Balance corporation debt,

The annual meeting of the South Paris

».

!

I'ark".
Fire department,
Electric lights,
« are of clock,
Γ se of hydrants,
Committee on water and
Interest

The comfortable temperature of Mon
day morning is a great relief, after th<
Arctic wave of the past week. If it progresses well for a week or two, it maj
really look as if spring was somewhere
in the future.

Λ union meeting under the auspices of
John Aives of Boston, «bu was t ari
the W C. T. U. was held in the Baptist
some time in that
for
s
room-mate
'■ray
church last evening. Mrs. A. W. Pottle
ten
about
came
days since the
nt>".
president of the Union, presided.
He remained a few days
t see < arl.
1 lie program consisted of œusic. a paper
it'ter the funeral, returning home on
<·η the life-work of Frances Willard, and
Saturday.
remarks by the pastors of the several
last
car
electric
churches. Kev. Mr. Little was unable
The
plowed through
week's storm, but did not attempt to get to be present. The meeting was of unIt stopped at usual iuterest aud was well attended.
lown into the square.
Church Street, and that is now the
The illustrated lecture by C. H. War•S>uth Paris terminus of the run, and
ren of Colby College at the Congregamodification
some
until
will
be
probably
of the winter weather reduces the tional church Thursday evening was
given under the auspices of the Junior
amount of snow.
Considerchristian Endeavor Society.
The forenoon train, east-bound. Frithe severity of the weather there was
ing
1
lay, appeared for a while to be a lost a Urge audience. The subject was Rev.
do·;, as the waiting crowd stood on the Γ. M. Sheldon's story, "In His Steps,"
platform and looked up the track and he story of which was presented in very
saw nothing, some three-quarters of an condensed form, with colored illustrahour after the train had left West Paris. tions.
Ihree illustrated songs were
It finally got here, with the eccentric
given. "The Holy City," sung by Miss
discon·η
the
ken
and
cylinder
strap
DeMotte, "The Ninety and Nine" by
nected on one side. It was about an Mrs. Maurice
Noyes, and "Lead, Kindly
hour and a half late when the train got
Light," by Mr. Eaton.
Presumably it succeeded in
away.
Ves, the Democrat likes to be called
limping into Portland in a one-sided way.
up by telephone, especially when there
We got only the tail end of the bliz- is an item of news or something else of
zard which swept over the country a value coming in—you don't do it enough ;
week since, but not a degree of discount but for
sake don't begin say•vas
vouchsafed us on the cold wave ins; "Hello—hello—hello" the instant
which followed.
Wednesday morning Central lets «ο the bell lever. You can't
the thermometer registered from 20 to hear the answer while you are talking
different
in
:i below zero
parts of the yourself, and you're simply wasting your
village, and that day and the next were breath and our patience.
Nothing is
two of the coldest days of the winter. more
exasperating about the telephone
stood
the
noon
mercury
just
1'hursday
business than to answer a call promptly,
about at zero, with the sun shining clear aud to hear with increasing distinctness,
and a brisk breeze blowing. It is verv as the receiver
gets nearer your ear, a
rarely that we have such a bi ter day monologue like this, with pauses of perafter the sun gets as high as it is now.
haps a quarter of a second: "Hello!
Hello! Democrat? Hello! Hello! Is this
In spite of the snow and blow, about
the Democrat office? Hello! Hello!"
oue hundred and tifty sat down to the
supper of the Universalis! Good Cheer
1 here were forty-seven present at the
Society Tuesday evening, ami there was meeting of the Bach Club Saturday afterand
to
Grand
for
all
spare.
enough
The club is growing very fast,
uoon.
Army Hall, where the supper was serv- aud great interest is being shown, even
ed, had been prettily decorated for the
by the youngest members. The two
occasion. The entertainment consisted
captains. Miss Lottie (tiles and Miss
of the three-act farce "His Last Legs." Isabel Morton, had
prepared a very inAibert D. Park was < >'Callalian, tht
which was as follows:
teresting
program,
ready-witted Irishman, netting into a I. Real'n* ..f Secretary'·* report.
new complication at
izah Pike.
I la-.o «οίο—Joyo
every turn, but
IU-'Ih
Κ·· I call —ar-w.'m! by Item·» of interest
coming out on top at last. I)r. Littleubout >chumaiin.
Mon
η
as
Mrs.
Parti
Mrs.
Hivers.
field as
Lsaay—Schumann's "Traumerel,"
oienee Tuft*
tague, the widow, and Harold T. Thayei
c
vt u
> lolln Solo—Sohumanu's-Traumerel".
as Charles, the scheming young lover,
Carl Brlicx*
won special praise from the audience. Il
*·**»>"— 'Mmla η Clara Schumann,"..
Between acts
was a very amusing farce.
Mrs. ItrliTRs
c
there were piano duets by Mrs. Penfohi
Son*—hen My Little Dolly Ole t.".
Barnes.
Helen
and Mrs. 11. E. W ilson, and a coon sons'
\ lolln solo—"Juliet Waltz."...«race Dean
and dauce by Howard Shaw.
I lanoSotiv—'"Why,"Schumann. Mr». Brljfic··
Life of Schumann," Mli.lml Panln.
Carlton M. Gray died at the home ol
Solo—"Joyous Peasant," Schumann,.,
Kthel Crockett,
his parents in South Paris Monday o!
v·
Henrv Howe.
Solo—W alt*
i>}lano «οίο—··DorothyOHt
w
last week, after a long illness from con 13.
Enjr'lsh
.Morton.
Isabel
of
23
Abou
years.
sumption, at the age
■>·
ι·
Dream,"
three years since he went to Boston ant 14. I lano iluet—"Sheuhenls'
Mrx. PenfoM ami Mies Walker.
secured employment on the elevate· ...
15. Song—"De'llcatlon," Schumann
Mrs. Kthel Ko^es
road there, but about a year ago return
..Marlon Hall.
ed here with the first indication of tin 18. Poem—"Robert Schumann,"
disease which finally terminated his life
BISt'OE DISTRICT.
During the summer he went to Haine,1
Frank Kussell is at work for W. T.
Landing in the employ of Xash tin
Knightly.
taxidermist, hoping to receive benefi
from the change, but was obliged to giv<
Mrs. O. G. Curtis is visiting her daughit up before the end of the season and re ter, Mrs. Dora Tyler.
turn home, and from that time gradually
Joseph A. Noyes and wife are visiting
but steadily failed. While his death, ex
in Sumner, their native town.
time
some
for
been
had
it
as
pected
Mrs. Geo. Chapman went to Bethel
produced no shock by its suddenness, i
could hardly fail to do so when one re Saturday. Her sister is very sick.
calls the physique which he possessed ii
C. R. I'enley is shipping pulp wood te
health. Over six feet in height, straigh
the International Paper Co., of Berlin
as a pine, elastic and athletic in ever;
H.
movement, he was one of the last wh
would have been regarded as in dange
Cassie Foster has returned home fron
from disease eighteen months ago, an
Arthur Tyler's at Norway, where eh»
expressions of sorrow and interest in hi was at work.
welfare from day to day have been uni
Mrs. Kate Holdeu is spending a'few
versai since it was known that his illnes
days with her cousin, Mrs. Nellie Monk
The funeral was held a
was serious.
of South Paris.
the house at 1 o'clock Wednesday aftei
noon.
During the Spanish w ar Carl wa
Miss Retha tilover, the evangelist, ii
a member of Co. D, First Maine Keg
here again. She preached at the schoo
ment, and Capt. Frank 'Γ. Bartlett Co
house Sunday afternoon and evening.
Spanish War Veterans, attended th
Bert Foster returned home from Green
funeral in a body. After Scripture rea<
He has tinishei
wood last Saturday.
ing and prayer by Kev. A. W. Pottle c work for the
Paris Manufacturing Co.
<
the Methodist church, Paris Lodge
Masons, of which the deceased was
Jessica Curtis has been visiting he
member, took charge, and the usu:
sister, Mrs. Walter Twitchell. Her littl
burial service of the fraternity was pe
niece, Yelma, returned home with her.
The present master of tl
formed.
There is much sickness in this Ticinit
lodge, Walter L. Gray, is a brother! at
i
present. Mr. Knightly'β family
the deceased, and this service was i
sick with the grippe. The little girl ha
Pari
I).
Albert
Master
Past
of
charge
hav
lung fever. E. L. Porter's children
The remains were taken to the receivit
also had the grippe. Β. M. Greeley'
tomb ât Riverside Cemetery, where 11
died Sunday afternoon of pnet
Spanish War Veterans draped a th baby
monia. at 2 o'clock.
upon the casket, and sounded tap
Carlton M. Gray was the son of Mr. ai
F. H. Noyes Co. clean, press and ri
Mrs. William L. Gray, and his deal
Be
pair clothing at reasonable prices.
makes the tirst break in a family of eigl
ter let them do your work.
his uareut
children. He is survived

banqut
thirty men
a

Norway

CR.
Cash acct paM abatement*, 1900 tax,
Miscellaneous,

conferred upon three candidates
Vt'ter the meeting Welsh rarebit, coSe«
and crackers were served by Mrs. Curtis
and Miss Deau.
was

J. F. Plummer, agent for the "Queen
Quality" shoes, has recived the list of
winners in the '"Queen Quality
prize
We regret to announce that
contest.
Oxford County does not appear in the
list; onlv two prizes coming to Maine,
one of which goes to Portland and the
A Boston woman
other to Gorhara.
won the grand prize of one thousand
dollars.

partook.

Currycombs,

Two freight trains met on the Bosto
and Maine track just west of Biddefoi 'l
morning, and tl β
early Tuesday
,1
locomotives were considerably smashe 11
and several cars were derailed. Whil 0
the wrecking crew was at work, a tei Ider which was being hoisted slippe
from the chains and fell, catching tli Ο
foreman of the crew, George L. Mille;
and crushing him so that he died almoi t
instantly. Mr. Miller lived in Pleasan ί*
dale, and is survived by a wife and a
daughter. He had been with the Bosto
and Maine for twenty-five years.

■

Mizpah Assem
bly, Pythian Sisterhood, the 2d degr*

The Congregational Social Circle will
give a supper and entertainment at their
vestry Thursday evening, Feb. 2ti. The
entertainment will consist of a short
comedy entitled "'No Admittance, and
Jaiues' Whitcomb Riley s poem, "An
illustrated
Old Sweetheart of Mine.
with tableaux.

the installation
was served at which about

<?"V,?T.LK1,K·

'}!£*"! !! •Iatkson.

At the last meeting of

Leonard Whitman's.
There was no
sign of any trouble with her until about
two minutes before she died.

Following

Currycoml

Chaplain—John W. Webster, Newport.

—

? Hit!

serve

A
horse belonging to Herbert L.
Brunswick Friday. This week
one of a pair with which he was
Ι:,. Λ> au engagement to read at Wool- Scribner,
hauling a load of logs, dropped dead
\\ ich.
Monday morning on Park Street near

Λ. .T. Stearns.
Ven. I'at
Ark Mastfr—A. K. Korl>es.
A'k Mate—Thartileus Cross.
Treat·.—C. H. Adams.
Sec.—M. I' Kimball.
M. of C.—Η. ►'· An"rews.
Asst. M.ofC.—Ε. K. Andrew*.
I. Watch—«eo. W. Devine.
Trier—V. W. Hills.

I

Prices !

Money-Saving

New Bargains!

STATE OF HAIHE.
CODKTT OF OXFORD.
Couwtt Treasurer's Omcr
South Parle, Maine, Feb. 90,18(3
No. 8 Steel Spiders, 10 in., 10
The following Hat containing the aggregt
Dover Egg Beaters, 3
amount of coeta allowed In each criminal caae « worth 25c.
audited and allowed at the December tes
Wood Peck Measures, 15c, worth 25
Commlitlone
Court
of
of
the
1903,
County
for said County of Oxford and specifying t
Cattle Cards, 5c. Steel
court or magistrate that allowed the same and t
with mane and tail comb on back, 10
fore whom the case originated Is published In t
cordance with the provisions of Sec. 19 of Cha
Hon
10c.
Round
Revlu
the
136
of
12
and
of
Sec.
of
Πβ
Chap.
2
China
Statutes of the State of Maine :
Brushes, 10c.

coin.

Treasurer, in necoun
with the South Paris Village Corporation fo
bers
the year endinjr Keb. 14,1W3.
1
An error of a considerable amount
Dr.
the
assessment of the 1002 tax is th
29 9 )
$
Rtcl. caah balance last report,
"· J^eoo, col.,
Abatement*
cause of the introduction of the follow
6
25
1900 tax,
ing bill by the assessors:
37 ti
J^'koon, col., 1900 ta*.
"Section 1. The acts and doings c
H
Jeckeon, col., Interest
i
j β t the assessors of the town of
1900 tax,
fi»; l
\ lfrwl il. Jackson. co>., 19ni tax,
assessing and cômmitting for the yea
Airred H. Jackson, col.. Interest 1901
one thousand niue hundred and two
,,,
tax
2.006 1 tax of twenty-seven thousand two bun
w»l. '902 tax,
Airred H. Jackson, col., interest 1902
dollars and ninety-sevei
dred and
j,
tax,
100 οι cents instead of the amount authorizei
Temporary loan pal<t from 1902 tax,
confirmed an<
law are
*

Rev. Dr. Brooks of the Congregations
church exchanged pulpits Sunday witl
Rev. H. 11. Bishop of the Paris Hil
Baptist church.

at at

,

Of last year's assessment of $2,S76.7."
there Is uncollected only $829.25.
The treasurer's report is as follows:

Ank'tt· Lov<joy.
Mr. L. P. Kenney.

The officers and committees of the
Christian Endeavor were entertained at
the home of Miss Mertie Maxim Friday
After the regular business
evening.
meeting a social hour was enjoyed.
Light refreshments were served.

The coMt st Wednesday morning w
ae decrees below at Edwards' store.
Ε. E. Andre we went west this we(
for more horses.
Warren Hills of Union visited his s<
Vivian this week.
Charles Allen has moved to Bridgt*
and a Mr. Bearbon from that placo h
rented hie place near the corn shop.
The late snow storms make an aba
dance of work for farmers with tean
who are obliged to open the road.
The ladies of the Congregational S
ciety gave a very well attended supper
the vestry Wednesday evening.
At the annual meeting Lee M. Smitl
Past Grand Patriarch, installed the fo
lowing officers of the Ark and Dov
Ark Mariners, Weduesday evening. Ό
Β. F. Bradbury resigned and A. 1
Forbes of the Democrat was elected I
fill the position:

$954.58.

office:

The Department of Maine, 6. A. ] t.,
held its thirty-sixth annual encampme Qt
in Bangor, Wednesday and Thursda y
The reports show that the departme ut
has 157 posts with 6,302 members in go< lri
standing and 920 suspended membei 8·
The loss by death during the year w is
224, and the net loss in membership f ,r
the year was 164. Gen. Joshua L. Chai 1berlain was chosen department coi imander by a vote of 2.12 to 128 for Cc
Edward C. Milliken of Portland. T1 ie
full list of officers chosen is:
Commander—Joehua L. Chamberlain.
Senior Vice Commander— Veranus L. Colli
Harrington.
Junior Vice Commander—T.oule Seldlng, Λ
fraott.
Medical Director—John P. McGregor, M n

NORWAY.

Corporation Report.

The assessors and chief engineer >1
the South Paris Village Corporation i
sued their report to the voters last wee!
for the year ending Feb. 14. The tot
valuation of the corporation is reporte ( ,
as
T1 16
$585,110.00, with 419 polls.
amount raised by the corporation la
year was «2,770.00, which, with an ove r"
lay of $100.75, made the total assesemei
12,876.75, the rate being 4.2 mills. Po
tax $1.00.
In each department of expenditun 8
there is shown an unexpended balanc
that on the street lighting being $416.5'
or more than half the appropriation, a C
course, that is the natural result of shu
ting off the lights Sept. 1st, and goin
dark the rest of the year.
Owing partly to that same cause, th ?
corporation is in most excellent tinanci: !
condition. During the year it has pai
tue $400.00 in notes standing against it 1
year ago, and a temporary loan of $10(
Now the corporation not only has η 5
debt, but has cash in the treasurj
$441.41, and other resources in the forr
t
of uncollected taxes
amounting

Rev. J. H. Little is spending tt
present week in Boston.

Commencing Sep». 28, ISOi,
TRAINS

Miss

Sunday.

or

many the

possible profit paying,

and in

16.00.

to

$2.50

to

5.00.

to 9.00.

Worth $10 to 12.00.

select from, containing
few

Worth

Store.

price

one

Suit

named

some cases

or

Overcoat up.

means a

cut way

below the actual

cost.

Men's Winter Overshirts 39 to 75c.

Worth 50c.

to

$1.00.

of this sale and grow rich at our expense.
We shall be pleased to see you during this sale and show you

Take
what

advantage

we are

doing.

Agente

for the

Celebrated Queen Quality

Ladies' Boots.

J. F. Plummer,
31 Market

Square,

clothier & furnisher,

South Paris, Maine.

Now is the Time to
=

ROBE.

Buy

a

=

I shall close out my stock of Winter Robes at Reduced Prices.

IJAMES

N. FAVOR,

Κ«™ΪΕ"

01 Main St., Norway, Maine.

OASTORIA r.iifnKiwoum.
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Ivers & Pood Pianos/

The Conservatory

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

BEECHAMS PILLS

Expand*.

taken at night will make you
The Xew England Conservatory of ;
feel right, act r:rht and look
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This !
new buildings on the Back Bay.
right They cure Constipation.
is the largest school of mus:o in the [ lOrMtxand'JSrrnti, «tatldrucitor*·.
its
and
among
world,
pre-eminence
American institutions has been conceded
DO YOU WANT IT?
ever since it was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Eben Tourjee.
VV/nL· WK ΛΚΕ NKVEB OCT.
Twenty years ago, when the depart- A postal or telephone to us will bring
ment of pianoforte instruction was being
you a supply promptly.
developed, a few Ivers A Pond pianos
V
conthe
as
Since
then,
were purchased.
«ΟΓΤΗ PARIS, HK.
servatory has expanded, there bave
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers A Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
With the expansion inPond pianos.
Sand. &c.
cidenta1 to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31 We Do all Kinds of....
additional Ivers A l'ond pianos, making
JOB PRINTING.
a total of 290.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
Atwood & Forbes, South Pari·.
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' contirued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.
9 PHOTOGRAPHIC

J

WALKER &

W

OAIICDAO

bnwLllAu

From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of Xew England, in its issue
of July 18,1902.

\\. J. VI

South Paris. Oxford

Mall onlere

Me.

County,

Ko. 7.—Janabled

Ho. 8^-Dat« Paul·.

My first Is one-third of my fourth.
My second is three times my fourth.
My first plus my second is equal to
my second plus my fourth minus two.
My fourth subtracted from my second is equal to two-thirds of my second.
My third and fourth taken together

the same value as my fourth taken
alone.
My first, second, third and fourth
give a year of importance to the reader.
are

··

of the forest
·····
for me:

I only hope that he'll

***** **

And leave the forest free.

Part».,

promptly

β.—Aaifrmm.

No.
The
He has

10.—Iaiertlo··.
[Example: Insert a letter in a fuel
Anand make a resinous substance.

filled.

Ho.

swer— Co-al,

co-p-al.]

1. Insert a letter in a masculins name
and make a tropical fruit.
2. Insert a letter in kitchen utensils
and make tortures.
3. Iusert a letter in contends and

Anvoae st*ndtnw" λ sketch and description m»?
free whether an
ir οι
qui. ν :n'>Tt tm
ii ftv
>n is pr<'hn
y Γ .lenïi^'e. t'uniniunlcati.i'uti ictlj ·iniMfiitUl. llan.tb«ok(>n l'ateutt
s.
t ?-■ '·. < ·' •••-it in:*· ν f,
MH'untiti patent*.
l'ai· ·» t u<"i ti;r uch M..:.a Λ to. receive
9p. il η tic', w 'hnut Ch.ir;», lu the
<

Scieîîîïîïc ïîffierican.

I.nntest rtrA hand» tioly '.ltnstrntoil wooklr
"f η· » i«'ieiitido Journal." Terni». Il a
ciiStn
y.-ir: f :rr., ntbs.il. SolUbyuil newwleelere.

& Co.36,Broad^ New York
!VIUNN
Branch Oflce. ι» ¥ Ht_ Waahiiuctun. V. C.

! "Painkirter

Is the best remedy for rheumatism,
neuralgia, sciatica and lumbago.
Beware of imitations, the

High Grade Portrait Work

is

PERRY DAVIS".

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings s,J.

genuine

Boys Wanted
IN SHOE FACTORY.

who

strong and who wish

are

an

to learn the shoe busi-

opportunity

positions

Good

ness.

about 16 years of age

boys

Several

open to

are

capable boys.
Apply at once to

smart,

Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
in

the same way, although it may sometimes be necessary to use a little soap
for the feet. Wash one garment at a
time, and, after taking it out of the
make crimes.
it well, to
4. Insert a letter in single numbers "seconding" water, shake
raiee the little hairs that constitute the
and make pains.
"nap" of the flannel.
5. Insert a letter in revolve and make
If you haven't a wringer, after squeeza European country.
ing as much of the water out as possible
6. Insert a letter in light conversation with the hands, put it in a towel and get
someone to twist one end while you do
and make to defraud.
7. Insert a letter in to fly and make the twisting at the other.
Never dry flannels in a hot sun or in
pertaining to the sun.
front of a fire where they are likely to
8. Insert a letter in farming impleA breezy day is the best, and
steam.
ments and make habitations.
they should be hung out to dry at once.
Stockings are always pegged by the toes.
Ν». IX.—Proverb gqutc,
When drying knitted or crocheted articles, change them about to keep tliera in
ETSAWSBKAMETB
shape. Another plan is to pin them to
TLOC Κ S M I Τ Η ε Η A
a sheet, and hang out the sheet to dry.
ASHOCALBVO LES
Flannels should be pressed with a cool
DSMAKELI OHTWO
iron. Place a damp cloth over the dry
Β
Β
Κ
Η
Μ
Κ
Ο
Ν
Α
Ν Α Η Υ
flannel, and proceed to iroa carefully.
Β
Τ
Η
ULDEEBPXE Α
Should there be any embroidering on
Ο Β S S ΤΑ Ο Β Κ L Τ Τ I
tlie flannel, you must place another piece
NELABGKBHIP8L
of flannel underneath and iron it on the
I SSEAELL LAMS Ε
wrong side to raise the work. Stockings
should be ironed on the right side with
I STHB BES Τ S AUG
a damp cloth over them, when they will
Β Κ G Ν U Η G Χ I ΤΑΒΕ
look like new.
I Χ
I S I NTH
Ρ

G

D

BBTPOFOOBP

Β

Β

are

Τ

L. M. TUFTS,

:π

ALE^MEN WANTED
< > τ for· I

our

read.

No. 1 a.—Picture Pvsmle.
t

Perhaps ItsWormà
The worri I mother often wonders what ails a child who is
crossand Li:i_;uiii. She general 1. treats it for everything but the
mo>t probable cause—worms.
Over 75 per cent, ot the ailments
of children can be traced directly or indirectly to worms. You
can see the result in the languid looks, irrita île disp 'sition, restless sleep, variable apWhat the child needs is
J\

V

Caring

What article of furniture does the

picture represent ?

13.—Charade·.

No.

L

My first la what we wish to be;
My third and second, you will see.
Are Just alike; my fourth, 'tis true.
Is what α scold will sometimes do;
My fifth a nickname for a boy;
My sixth a verb we oft employ;
My whole a writer known to fame;
Now, see If you can guess his name.
II.

Word Bnildiav.

Xo. 14

sv.

a

1. From the letters of the word
"stream" muke another word containing all the letters, twelve words containing five letters and at least twelve
words each containing four letters.
2. Make four more words from the
letters in the word "spot," using all

buuk

ctnuan*t<- Writ·» for free
CluMrfn and their l>is»u3ts."

Ν >t>l" at

OR. J. F. TRUE Jl

CO.. Auburn, Me.

Special treatment for taj* worm.

η

[astern Steamship Company.

For the Examination of the
and the

ItlVIKIOX.

IOKTLAM»

ΒββΤΟΒΙ l»E.

POKTlΑΛΙ» ΛΛ1»

FARE ONLY $1.00.
St* ('»«·( ami Intrrlor ltesort* of
.\rw Knglttutl.
Steamers Ware Franklin Wharf. Portland, an·!
fti Ha Wharf, Boston, dally, except Sunday, at
"Km p. M.
checked
Through Ucket» Issued an I
for Ni w York, Philadelphia and Washington
via all rail and Sound lines.
Freight rite·· always a* low as other lines.
Λ ! I freight via: this Une ln?ure<l against tire
an·! marine rt*k.
J. K. LI8COXB,
Agent, Franklin Wharf,
Portland.
A. II. Ha>"SCOM, G. P. A T. A.
Calvin acstin. Vice l'ree't A Gen'l Manager.
GeneralOflicee, Foster's Wnarf, Boston. Mate.

To

fitting

Wool
to

close

out

—

Carpets

!boKyU
α

1

s
■

]

GOVT hurry ycur msaîù.
CÔS'T 0.6 work.
Vï îiorro'it time t:":t belongs to sleep.
of s ckness.
8SVT re !ect symn

02Π get constipated.

iM"L

DO take

F."

Âîwcod's
Biîteis

,

\

if jou 00 ary c' tfte
al)o*e DOM'S

5

ΤΠΚ

IIK\I.IM.

AMI»

Cl KK

KO Κ

CATARRH
la

Ely's

Cream

Balm

Easy and pleasant

use.

Corner Main and Danforth

MAINE.

NORWAY,
E. W.

Sts.,

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

Contains

jurious drug.

no

to

In-

Itls<{Uicklv

Absorbed.
Gives Relief at once.
Oyeus and cleanses the™

Allays Inflammation

COLP'NHEAD

Heals and Protects the Membrane. Restores
tiit· Seneca of Taste and Smell. Large Size 50
nts, at l>ruggls.e or by mall. Trial Size 10c. by
mail.
KLY BROTHERS, 3tf Warren Street, Sew York.
e»

1 will furnish IHXtRS and WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Outside work, send In your order». Pine Luin
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing

and Job Work.

Matched llar<l Wood Floor Boards for sale.

C.

W.

West Sumner.

i H!.\OLEK,
Maine

.....

Satsia Interior Enamels
«

are

better than paint.

They work easy, make a smooth surface, and any one can apply them to
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, pantries, kitchens and furniture.
Many
The surface is nonbeautiful tints.
absorbent and can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.

Dont pay fancy prices when your dealer will
furnish you "Satsuma Interior Ûnamel·" at the
same price as or llnary paint.
FKKK Color card and our booklet, "How to
Refurnish the Home Without Buying New Furniture."

Made by Heath 4

Milligan M'f'g Co.,

Chlcaf».
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
and Spar
Varnish,
Muralo, Ac.,
Masury's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
For sale by,

S. P. MAXIM 4 SON,

•OVTH ruus,

!

MAU£.

Syncopate

a

division

of

time

leave an insect.

Syncopate equilibrium and leave

and

Feet.

McCall's Magazine.

There
who telle the truth. It is his custom to
put on his office door notices—
"Gone to lunch; back in half an hour.'1
"Gone to court; back in three hours."
"Gone out to see a roan; back in ten

Apples.
The reason why apples are so much
more wholesome and digestible when
they are roasted, boiled or baked is because the heat thus applied breaks down
the cells of the apple, and thus the acid

away

or

an

What part of a fish is found at the
end of a book? The fin-is.
and the sugar contained in them are
What is the darkest part of a tune? more
generally diffused through the apThe pitch.
ples, and the moisture is also dispersed.
What is the lightest part of a tune?
A French way of cooking apples which
we have seldom come across, excepting
The air.
What are the obligatory parts of a in the homes of those who have lived in
that country, is as follows: Core and pare
tune? The notes.
and place them in a bakingWhat part of a cat is found in a your apples
tin, having tilled the space left by the
tale
The
novel?
(tail).
removal of the core with butter and
What part of a story resembles a brown
Sprinkle brown sugar
sugar.
piece of ground? The plot.—Youth's and bite of butter about between the apCompanion.
ples in the tin, and then bake. These
pommes au beurre are most delicious.
An apple and orange salad is also a
Key to the Panier.
No. 1.—Metagram: Letter, better, fet- very nice and little known way of using
apples. Slice the orangée, after removter, setter, tetter.
skin and scraping otf the pulp, into
No.
2.—illustrated Zigzag; Haw- aing
mix with the slices some apples
bowl,
Newel.
thorne. 1. Horse. 2. Banjo. 3.
eut into quarters or eighths. Put plenty
7.
G. Lemon.
5. Sloth.
4. Slate.
of sugar in between each layer and mix
Purse. S. Anvil. 9. Eagle.
well. Let this be made about an hour
No. 3.—A Crowd of Boys: 1. Alfred. before you need to use it. It is a nice
2. Edwin. 3. Henry. 4. Herman. 3. dish, for the oranges give a very delicate
Ira. (5. Martin. 7. Orlando. 8. Owen. flavor to the apples, and both go very
10. Theodore. 11. Victor well together.
9. Stephen.
Apples are considered wholesome even
12. William.
when eaten raw. One taken at breakNo. 4.—Riddle: Nails.
fast every morning is supposed to be
No. 5.—Double Acrostic: Good appegood for the complexion, and those who
tite. Crosswords—1. Gallop. 2. Orange. suffer from liver trouble or gout would
5. Alight. 6. do well to use them. Apples are said to
4. Domini.
3. Orient.
be of high value as brain food, owing to
Pawuee.
contain.
Να 6.—Triple Beheadings: 1. Fam-ed the amount of phoephorus they
are often ordered apples, and,
2. MaJ-er. 3. Madam. 4. Imp-act & Dyspeptics

boat, he rowed himself across the harbor to a timber wharf, landed and, putting the sac k across his shoulders, was
making off, when a revenue officer,
who had been dozing among the timber, roused by the noise, came out and
stopped him and asked what he had

not?"

A NIGHT ALARM.

Worse than an alarm of fire at night is
the brassy cough of croup, which sounds
like the children's death knell and it
means death unless something is done
quickly. Foley's Honey and Tar never
fails to give instant relief and quickly
Mrs.
cures the worst forms of croup.
P. L. Cordier, of Mannington,
Ky.,
writes: "My three-year-old girl had a
severe case of croup; the doctor said she
could not live. I got a bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar, the first dose gave quick
relief and saved her life." Refuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin
Stevens, Oxford.

He quickly replied:
"You are welcome to look. I'll go on
board and fetch the other." And off the
went. and. as may be imagined, lie did
not tuiyi up again, as no other sack existed. The officer on opening the bag
was rather astonished to find it full of
watches and spoons instead of a few
hundred cigars, such as sailors some-

got in the sack.

times try to land.

A story is told of a lawyer whose quick
wit never deserted him whether in office
One day a client entered the
<>r court.
office and, throwing back his coat, said,
irritably: "Why, sir, your office is as hot
as an oven."
"Why shouldn't it be?"
"It is here that
was the calm response.
I make my bread."

The Mont Abiding; I.iiiiKUUKe.

Latin is the language that has most
enriched modern tongues, for Its clear
echoes are heard to this day in every
quarter of the world. It entered largely, after their conquest by Rome, into
the dialects of Spain and Gaul, countries thoroughly permeated by Roman
life and civilization, and has since
played a great part in the history of

RUSIIVILLE, IND.
Messrs. Ely Brothers—I have been a
great sufferer from catarrh and hay
fever and tried many things, but found
no permanent relief until I found it in
Ely's Cream Balm about eight years ago,
and wo have been fast friends ever since.
Rev. R. M. Bentley.
Messrs. Ely Bros.—Find enclosed 50
cents, for which please send me your
Cream Balm. I find your remedy the
quickest and most permanent cure for
cold in the head, catarrh, etc.
Yours truly,
Dell M. Potter,
Gen. Mgr. Arizona Gold Mining Co.

modern languages.
The Roman tongues are practically
Latin in a new dress. Italian may be
called the Latin of today; French and
Spanish art- based 011 a similar groundwork, and English has borrowed largely from the language of Itonie, either
directly or through foreign channels.
In very early times Latin colonists in-

troduced

into Britain names for places,
and In the seventh century many ecclesiastical words of Latin origin, such as

Johnny—"I wish my folks would agree
upon one thing and not keep me all the
time in a
worry." Tommy—"What
have they been doing now?" Johnny—
"Mother won't let me stand on my head,
and dad is all the time fussing because I
wear my shoes out so fast."

altar, priest, candle, were adopted by
our forefathers.
Although it may not be so flexible
and pliant as some languages with
which it lias been thus incorporated,
Latin reflects admirably the practical
character of its people, who felt and
us*tl their power so that it lias been
well called the "voice of empire and

Important to Mothers.
Bnmlno carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
seefeand tara remedy for Infante end children,
■ad eee that It

law."
ϋηνηκ'Η of South

Bean the
Blgnatare of
b Uh For Over SO Years.
The Kind Toa Bat· Always Bought

|

Mamma—"Johnny, did you wipe
your feet on the mat when you came inV"
Johnny—"I couldn't get my shoestrings
untied; thoy were in a hard knot.'"
Mamma—"But what have shoestrings to
do with it?" Johnny—"I couldn't wipe
mv feet without taking off my shoes,
could I?"

]
]

Kidney complaint kills more people
than any other disease. This is due to
the disease being so insidious that it gets
a good hold on the system before it is
recognized.
Foley's Kidney Cure will
prevent the development of fatal disease
if taken in time. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Laxative

'19

on

|

gv-jry box of the genuine
T*bieu

Bromo-Quinine
rnlii lr

remedy that

rur«

η

on·

day

|

The bad memory often retains what
should be quickly forgotton.

love."

"Nonsense!" exclaimed

May Sharpe. "Lots of other men have
succeeded. Why shouldn't you?"
"A

grave-yard cough"

is the cry of

tortured lungs for mercy. Give them
mercy in the form of Allen's Lung Balsam, which is used with good effect even
Never
in consumption's early stages.

I bave one Colonial Style, mahogany
case, Pease piano, 7$ octave, almost new
for *183.

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for 9900, worth $250.
One second hand Ivers A Pond piano,
walnut case, for 0930, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
jjreat trade.
Ore second hand

I'aris, alriost

new,

Estey organ

for Hi

at South

One second hand Worcester organ, 11
stops, in nice condition, for 945One second band Dyer <& Hughes, six
>ctave, walnut case, never been hurt,
:hat cost $125, for 63.

One second band square piano, a nice
worth $140.
jne, for 113,
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W. J.

Wheeler,

BlLLUKi·

I kit!

Parla,

BLOCK,

Hat··»

of wealth and gentility, select expensive shoes, try them on—both shoes are
tried on, you know, in a lirst class
place—and while pretending to walk
feel of the
up and down to try the
shoes they divert the salesman's attention and simply walk out of the store
with twenty dollar shoes on their feot,
our
leaving a dollar and a half pair on
but
hands. Don't think we are 'easy,'
this
there are so many ways In which
be worked that we sometimes lose
can

three or four pairs of shoes in a week."
—New York Times.

BeacoiiNfleld'N Love·.
Disraeli, afterward Lord Beaconsa
field, wrote to his sister when he was
would you
young man: "By the bye,
sister-in-lawfor a
like Lady Z.
As
very clever, £2."i.0<i0 and domestic?
for 'love,' all my friends who married
for love and beauty either beat their
is
wives or live apart from them. This
many
commit
I
case.
may
the
literally
to
follies in life, but I never intend
sure is a
marry for 'love,' which I am
guarantee of infelicity."
Within four years Disraeli had married. not Lady Z.. but the rich widow
had
of Wyndham Lewis, of whom he
first
written on meeting her for the
a flirt
time: "A pretty little woman,

voland a rattle; indeed, gifted with a
and
ubility I should think unequaled

She
of which I can convey no idea.
melantold me that she liked 'silent,
had no
choly men.' I answered that I
doubt of it."
Stopped (ho Stenlimr.
The Iiev. Joseph Erskine of Edinburgh atone time In his life lost handkerchief after handkerchief. lie found,
on Sunon investigation, that it was
and accordoccurred,
losses
these
day
Mrs. Erskine sewed his handker-

ingly

chief in the tail pocket of his coat.
"Xoo," said she—"1100 lat us see what

wull happen."
Mr. Erskine, with the sewed in handkerchief, passed down the aisle of the
aschurch that morning, as usual, to
cend to the pulpit, but as he sailed by
the amen corner he felt a gentle tug
his
behind, a delicate nibble among
he turned on the

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have
similating the Food andBeg da
ting the Stomachs andBowels of

to untie itself again.

\ot Quito Whnt Ifc Meant.
The man who thought he had the
knack of saying pleasant things calculated to warm the cockles of the oldest
heart was revisiting the town in which
lie had spent a summer twenty years

neglect a cough.

Crusteigh—"How did you dare,
sir, to kiss my daughter last night on
the dark piazza?" Young Gayboy: "My
dear sir, now that I've seen her by daylight, I wonder myself."
Old

before.
"I'm Miss Mears. I don't know that
you recall me." said a coquettish elderly spinster, approaching him in the
postoifice the day after his arrival.
The ready heart warmer turned with
his most beaming smile and wrung her

Mothers can safely give Foley's Honey
and Tar to their children for coughs aud
colds, for it contains no opiates or other
poisons. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin
Stevens, Oxford.

Teacher—"Is there any connection
between mind and matter?" Small Boy— hand.
"Recall you," he echoed, reproach"Sure. If a boy doesn't mind there'll
soon be something the matter."
fully. "As if one could help It, Miss
Mears! Why, you are one of the laudWinter coughs are apt to result in marks of the town."

if neglectcd.
They can be
curiously enough, they are a preventive soon broken up by using Foley's Honey
Imp-air. 6. Hit-her. 7. Sta-men.
of jaundice.
and Tar. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin
When a tickling sensation in your Stevens, Oxford.
Is it a burn? Use Dr. Thomas' Eclectric
a
of
throat warns you of the coming
3il. At your druggist's.
cough, you would find a tablespoonful
Responsibilities. "A woman should
Algernon—"You must blow in a good of the pulp of a roasted apple taken at depend on her husband." "That's what
relief.
leal on cigarettes.''
Montmorency— night a great
Henrietta thinks," answered Mr. Meek-1
Stewed apples placed in the centre of ton. "She always depends on me to feed
'Oh, yes; but I blow it all out
a rice pudding make a variety in that the bird and the cat and see that the
Dyspepsia—bane of human existence, every day dish. When the rice has been basement is locked at night."
burdock Blood Bitten cures it, prompt- cooked on the fire pour it into a pie dish,
y, permanently. Regulates and tones and make a space for the apples in the
Only one remedy in the world that
he stomach.
middle. Small pieces of butter scatter- will at once stop itchiness of the skin in
ed over the top and some brown sugar any part of the body; Doan's Ointment.
There is no greater bluff than most of ire a
very great improvement. Bake in At any drug store, 50 cents.
he dignity that we daily run up against. a slow ολη.—McCall's
Magaziue.
Blackmail. Caller—"I've found that
Delicious Recipes.
there dorg that y'r wife is advertisin'
ro CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
for." Gentleman
?ake Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets. |
Saltkd Almonds ok Peanuts.—Shell five dollars reward
an' if
111 druggists Tefund the money if it the nuts and blanch them by covering "You have, eh?" Caller—"Yep;
ten dollars I'll take it
ails to cure.
F. W. Grove's signature first with boiling water for two or three yeh don't give me
η each box.
25c.
minutes, then plunging into cold water. to 'er."
The skins can then be easily slipped off
STOPS THE COUGH
"Did Johnson's purchase include also with the finger. Don't let the nuts reWORKS OFF THE COLD.
AND
will
taste
or
in
water
they
ho good-will of the business?" "There main long
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure I
wasn't any good will to it. It was a coal water soaked. Better to give them a
second plunge if necessary. Spread the a cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay.
ealer that Johnson bought out."
nuts to dry and place them in a hot drip- Price 25 cents.
The most pliable preparation for kid- ping pan with a good piece of butter,
"How many ways can you serve meat?"
stir gently on top of the stove until well
ey troubles on tl te market is Foley's j
"What are they?"
mum."
"Three,
the
in
then
with
covered
butter,
place
A
Co.
iidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff
"Well done, rare and raw."
oven to brown, taking care to remove
Tin Stevens, Ox'tord.
them before they get too dark. As soon
Coughs and colds down to the very
from the oven sprinkle
Judy—"Will ye give me yer promise, as they are taken
to the
and place borderland of consumption, yield
tinuis, thot ye'll \ove me foriver?" Den- thoroughly with fine dry salt,
Dr.
of
influences
or on a dry towel that all soothing healing
is—"Sure, an' Ο I'd like to do thot same, I in a colander
Pine
Wood's Norway
Syrup.
off.
drain
butter
may
udy, but Oi'm hardly of the opinion surplue
iat Oi'll last as l ong as that."
Mrs. Stubbs—They have captured the I
Peach Mousse.—To one pint of sweet
whipped cream add one cup of sugar and cleverest hotel robber in the country,
Foley's Honey and Tar is the best for one can of peaches cut into small pieces; my dear." Mr. Stubbs—"Indeed! Which
roup and whooping cough, contains no add also a quarter of a box of gelatin hotel did he keep?"
Careful dissolved in as little water as possible,
piates, and cures quickly.
Foley's Honey and Tar cures the
lOthers keep it in the house. F. A. beat well, then put in a mould, pack in
caused by an attack of the grippe.
cut
cough
one-half
and
two
tiurtleff A Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
ice
salt and
hours;
heals the lungs. F. A. Shurtleff &
and serve as ice cream.—McCall's Maga- It
Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Mamma—"You have drawn the horse ! zine.
jry nicely, Charles, but you have forRinks—"I hear that Boston girl is an
Light gray English friezes or Scotch old flame of yours?" Jinks—"No; an
Jtten one thing. Where is his tall?"
the
for
correct
the
are
style
harles—"Oh, that hone doesn't need j homespun
ioicle."
Norfolk jacket walking suite at pretest. old
ly tail. Then ain't mo flies on him.

consumption

again.")

—

j

|

Λ

Douille

Surprise.

Furuiman—Now, there's your husband coming, Mrs. Candor. Let's make
a little surprise for him. Mrs. Funni-

nan and I will hide behind the curtains
here, and you tell him that your expected guests haven't come. Then we'll
step out and surprise him.
(Enter Mr. Candor.)

Mrs. Candor (obeying orders)—Well,
Henry, our expected guests have disappointed 11s—Mr. and Mrs. Funuiman

haven't come.
Mr.Candor (heartily)—Thank heaven!

Snhnra'a Oaaen.
Some of the oases of the Sahara are
quite large, one of them being 120
miles long and fifty-eight miles wide.

J/x.Stnna

KuMUSJMsinurbud *

'HtSSL.&Λ.
ftinpSrtil

A perfect Remedy for Constipation Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Facsimile Signature

οΓ

Years

Thirty

NEW YORK.

Fml"
EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

OtT*.
THE CINTAUft eOKHHT. W«W TO»·

If You are a Farmer
And Have One Cent
The NewBuy a postal card ami send to
York Tribune Farmer, New-York City, for

free specimen copy. »
The Tribune Farmer is a National Illustrated Agricultural Weekly for Farmers and
their families, and stands at the head of the
is $1.00 per
agricultural press. The price can
secure it
year, but if you like it you
with your own favorite local newspaper,
The Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me., at a
bargain. Both papers one year only §2.00.
Send your order and money to The Oxford

a

Democrat.

Saved.
The traveler in Ireland will do well,
to
wlien lie engages n jaunting car.
in
make sure of the step to which
his
weight.
trust
must
he
mounting
to
The carman does not help him
mount.
Λ gentleman once said to the driver
he had engaged:
"I'm afraid that step is loose."
it.
The man took hold of it and shook
"Ah, sure," said he "it's too sthrong,
it Is! What are ye afraid of?"
his
At that instant it came off in
hand.
But he turned to his fare with the
said
suuniest of smiles. "Well, sure,"
"didn't I save yer honor from a

he,

broken leg?"

HIkIi

Art.

"I wonder." said Mrs. Duzzlt, "if the
men ever really looked as the pictures
of the olden times represent then?"
"We lia vc just its much reason for
supposing so." answered Mr. Duzzit.
"as for thinking that the women of today look like the pictures of them In
the

dry goods advertisements."— .lud

A PERTINENT

PICTURE

I'M

Ç/THE

R0M0C MAN

<

THE
IS
THE NATIONAL LIGHT-HOUSE SERVICE
MEANS OF SAVING THOUSANDS OF LIVES EVERY YEAR.
NATURE'S LIFE-SAVING SERVICE IS NO LESS EFFECROMOC STANDS FOR A BEACON OF BRIGHTEST
TIVE.
HOPE TO EVERY VOYAGER UPON THE SEA OF BODILY

ROMOC IS NATURE'S HEALTH SIGNAL.
SUFFERING.
GUIDED BY IT THE STRICKEN VICTIM OF RHEUMATISM,
INDIGESTION, NERVE OR 3L00D TROUBLES MAY EASILY
FOR

HARBOR

SAFE

THE

REACH
ASK

OF

PERFECT HEALTH,

BOOKLET.

ROMOC REMEDY CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

SO WEARY.

worn out all the
and laine and
weak
time. Back

Weary and

Headache, Nervous,
The KidExcitable.
Restless,
are sick.
neys

aching.

F. A. SHURTLBFF Cb OO.,

Quaker

A

Agonte.

Home

Doan's
Kidney Pills
cure

every symptom of Kidney Ills, from
backache to complicated urinary

common

disorders.

Mrs. Mark nyde, of 45 Thorn ley street,
I., says: "Doan's Kidney
I'llls have been used by both my husband
mid two daughters, and the relief obtained
In every ease was very satisfactory. My
husband was bothered off and on for a long
tluie with palus across his back, which at
times became very severe. I saw Doan's
Kidney I'llls advertised, and procured a
box from W. L. Wood's drug store. He
used them, and In α very short time was rid
of the baekuehe. I always keep Doan's
Kidney I'llls on baud, and would not bo
without them."
For sale by all druggists: 50 cents. Foeter-Mltburn Co., buffalo, Ν. Y.

Pawtucket, K.

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

LowBstPrices inOxfordGouniy.
NORWAY, MAINE.

RANGE
with the patent revertable flue
50 cts. down and 50 cts.

Farmers'
Attention !
see

the

Deering Ideal Mower,
Horse Rakes,
Hay Tedders,

an:1 Wa'ter A. Wood

Harvesting

Machinery.

We

Machines,

t

Licensed Taxidermist,

her husband."

Telephone

J. WALDO NASH,
MASON 10 BLOCK,
Oonnection.

NORWAY.1

a

saves

fuel.

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway,

Don't fail to

The following epitaph may be seen
in the cemetery of a parish in the environs of Paris:
wife of M.
"Here lies Mme. Ν
master blacksmith. The railing
Ν
...

For Over

Worms,( ;onvulsions .Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.

day."

Do You Illume Hliuf

round this tomb was manufactured by

Use

~

rtmiird Λιμτ
■pvf rlanr.

old woman in the corner
smile:
and said, with a triumphant
"So' the day. honest wuman, no' the

Towne—There seems to be nothing
he enjoys so much as the sound of his
own voice.
Browne—That's so, and there's nothing annoys him so much as the thought
that he can't hear himself when he
talks in his sleep.—Philadelphia Press.
Inatlnct.

of

/ΛυτψΑιη Seal'

coattails. Thereupon

prevails.

Bualiieaa

Signature

/kept of fHd llrSAMUEL PtTCHM

disappointed

The springs are of various kinds—hot,
cold, mineral or gaseous. The Kargha
oasis has a population of 8,000. They
raise grain, onions and dates, but live
on the least possible amount of food,
work and reasoning power. Marshes
abound and fever

Bears the

Promotes Digcstion.Cheerful·
ncàs and Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
NOT NARCOTIC.

Λ Humorous Snake.

stiff people.
But one of the snake's own eccentricities serves to distinguish it among all
other reptiles of a similar nature which

Always Bought

AYegetable PreparalionforAs

In Marianne North's "Recollections
of a Happy Life" is a description of a
tame snake.
Its mistress would sometimes twist
the pretty bronze creature in the great
plait of hair she wore around her head
and once threatened to go down thus
decorated to a dinner party of rather

pleased

|

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.

wait till the end of the year for our
money, because they scorn anything
but yearly settlements—that is, we
render our bills on Jan. 1 and get our
Hut our
money some time before June.
chief source of loss is from polished,
well dressed thieves. IIow can a man
ι:Λ away with a pair of shoes? Why,
walkby putting them on his feet and
ing away with them. These thieves,
air
men and women, come In with the

seen,

have served as pets.
It was as fond of glittering things as
its mistress herself, and when she took
off lier many rings and placed them on
different parts of the table it would go
about collecting them and stringing
them 011 its lithe body. Then it would
tie itself in a knot, so that the rings
could not be taken off until it was

"Oh! she's so sweet, so angelic and
fair," sighed Lovett Fursyte. "But 1
know I shall never succeed in winning
lier

j'olldhfrf Slin* Tblere··

'Xrt, it if» not nil profit Lu our busldeclared tlie manager of un "ex*!mlvo" shoestore in the Fifth avenue
district. "It is true we fit the feet of
people of money, which means that in
to
cases of running accounts we have

if the approach can
be made within range, the arrow is let
fiy and rarely fails to strike the prey.

é&A

signature is

extreme savagery, although they are
amiably disposed and usually harmless. They go entirely nude save for
the loin cloths and net their subsistence by hunting and fishing, chielly
the latter.
I was much interested in their method of taking fish by their use of the

large fish is

unas-1

?hia

Amrrlen.

Two hundred miles beyond the mouth
of the Rio Meta the Inirida river enI started up that
ters the Orinoco.
stream, says a traveler, with my canoe
loaded with trinketr for exchange with
the natives, who live in a coudition of

bow and arrow.
For this purpose they employ arrows
six feet in length made of reeds tipped
with iron. While a canoe is paddled
gently along in the shallows the marksman stands ready with his arrow on
the string of the bow. As soon as a

At the Eating House. Chef—"There
ought to be some way to work off our
cold meats."
Proprietor—"Why not
make hash of it?" Chef—"Our customers are a trifle above hash, you must
remember."
Proprietor—"Oh, well,
gotten cents a plate and call it
semble»! croquettes."

About

CouBdrnmi Aaiwered.

CLEAÛ«n«

Chas, F. Ridlon,

15.—Syncopation·.
Syncopate soiled and leave tariff.
Syncopate a porch and leave to cease.

attitude.

odd patterns and clean

up stock.

the letters in each word.
3. Make four more words with the
letters in the word "live," using all the
letters in each word.
4. With the letters Ε. E, S. V, It,
make three words of five letters.
No.

'ai k* no apparatus, no matter how eoetly, and
the «lasses are furnished at a very low price—
<1 lallty considered.

A LOW PRICE
ON

Eyes

RICHARDS

the office uf

baggage

—

of Glasses

for the

Much attention is paid to the complexion and the hands but very little is bestowed upon the feet, although our comfort depends in a great measure upon
them. Few things equal the torture
ciiused by wearing shoes that are too
small or those with narrow toes and
high heels, circulation is hindered and
and dizziness.
this causes headache
Children's shoes Hhould be bought large
enough to allow for a season's growth,
and a medium quality is better than very
heavy or very light ones. During wet
weather rubbers are not only comfortable but economical, for they keep the
shoes dry, and nothing ruins leather
more quickly than to get it wet.
To keep the feet in good condition it
is necessary to bathe them three times a
week, and to look after the nails once a
week. If they perspire a great deal dissolve borax in the water, wash them
thoroughly, keeping them in the water
tifteen minutes, and wipe dry. This may
be done every night before retiring.
Dust them in the morning with a powder
composed of four parts talcum powder
and one part boracic acid thoroughly
mixed. This checks perspiration, and
adds greatly to one's comfort.
Corns are very painful and when they
are new may be removed by rubbing
with pumice stone. If of long standing,
make a poultice by soaking light bread
in vinegar five minutes and bind it to
the corn at night. In the morning keep
the foot in warm water ten minutes and
the corn will be easy to remove. Wearing one pair of shoes in the morning and
another in the afternoon rests the feet
wonderfully.
Nothing is more restful
to tired feet than the salt water bath.
This is prepared by adding a tablespoonful of coarse salt to a quart of warm
water. After they are removed from the
water wipe dry with a coarse towel.—

Some things we could well do without
In my total we gather with care.
If my last evor lived. I've no doubt
That he Is my first, now. somewhere.

Hannless under any conditions
for children or adults.

blankets make a lathor

spoil by being kept damp.—McCall's
Magazine.

or

^

F

BLANKETS.

Wash them in two or three
waters, put them through the wringer,
and hang out to dry. Choose a fine
windy day for this work, as blankets

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

WASH

water.

Interest»

.Salary

ut^acent counties.

aii'l

TO

When

seven

Mechanic Falls, Me.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

HOW

washing
proverbs in this
of boiled soap and tepid water, and alBegin right, and each letter low a
square.
tablespoonful of household amwill fall into its own place till the seven monia for
every pailful and a half of
There

are

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,

D

U

A Japanese Hyjrlenl· Bath.
In hygienic matters the Japanese
have everywhere a habit which may
have a lesson for us. In their nightly
bath uud morning wash the water is
never cold, never warm, but always as
hot as it can be borne. To foreigners
this habit seems very surprising, but
the most inveterate Englishman, if he
stays in the country long enough, aban-

Shopping with my Wife.
1b at least one layyer in Detroit

How to Wash Flannels.
minutes."
And so on, and callers are generally
Flannels should be washed either before or after the ordinary washing, and, successful in waiting for him.
One day last week a caller found this: dons his cold tub in its favor.
if possible, arrange that you may have a
"Gone shopping with my wife; back
fine day. If you are washing Jaeger flanThe cold taking which, it is suspectnels, you can soak them in lukewarm the l<ord knows when."
ed, must follow it is not found to occur
Tbe caller didn't wait, neither did
water with ammonia (two gallons of
if the water has been hot enough. This
water to one tablespoonful of ammonia) four others who called.
heat is maintained by a little furnace
for one hour. Cover the basin to keep
In the bath the
A THOUSAND DOLLARS TIIROWN beneath the bath.
in the strength.
bather or bathers take a prolonged
In washing flannels, three things must
AWAY.
be remembered: The water must be
being done
Mr. W. W. Baker, of Plainview, Neb., soaking, the washing proper
"lukewarm," else the garment will writes, "My wife bad lung trouble for on the bathroom iloor; then follow a
shrink; the fiannel must not be soaped, over fifteen years. We tried a number second and dual soaking, drying with
nor must it be left lying about; it must
of doctors and spent over a thousand towel and a lounge in bathing wrapper.
not be allowed to get thick and felted,
dollars without any relief. She was very
This habit seems to promote softness
and no strong soaps must be used.
low and I lost all hope, when a friend and
suppleness of the skin and by perWe have ready two tubs of lukewarm
and
Tar,
suggested trying Foley's Honey
sons inclined to rheumatism is soon
water in one of which we have put some which I
to
this
be
thanks
and
great
did;
found to be altogether preferable to
soft soap, much more than we would
remedy it saved her life. She is stronger
The
put in when washing white things.
and enjoys better health than she has the cold bath in every particular.
Before putting the garment in the tub, ever known in ten
hear of a cold
years. We shall never poorest of the Japanese
shake it well to remove duet; then press be without
Foley's Honey and Tar and bath with amazement and would be
it through the hands as if you were would ask those afflicted to
try it." F. sure the man who used it must be a
squeezing a sponge. On no account A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Ox- barbarian.
must it be rubbed. Flannel garments ford.
should never be so soiled as to require
In Lack'· Way.
rubbing, even were it not so injurious.
A mistress told her maid, Betsy, that
Custom house men have sometimes
After you have well squeezed the garher
on
do
she roust not always
things
made other captures besides those of
ment in the soap lather, squeeze, do not own
responsibility, but first ask permiswring out the soapy wate-, and, after sion. The next day Betsy walked into contraband goods. A man who hiul efturning the article inside out, put it in the parlor and said, politely: "Please, fected a heavy Jewelry robbery In a seawith his
the second tub of water, repeating the
madam, the cat is busy eating up the port town was retreating
process. Stockings must be washed in duck in the pantry; must I drive her plunder, and, having deposited it in a

Ven«.

With like open hearts door· eu·
Little very, very keya to;
Forget of don't these two that and
"You please If." and "thank you I." are.
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A.W.Walker&Son,
South Paris, Maine.

AXES,

Unconditionally
Warranted,

$1.00.

Axe Handles, 10 to

30 cents.

Hobbs'VarietyStore,
NORWAY,

ME.

